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ii CAMARC File Specification Project

This manual was generated from information produced as part of the CAMARC Project (Computer
Aided Movement Analysis in a Rehabilitation Contex) funded by the EEC (European Economic
Community).

"CAMARC-II is aimed at establishing a European network of clinical and research centres, strictly
interconnected with the main manufacturers of the relevant instrumentation and with important "end-users" like
national and private insurance companies, which will allow a standardised approach to the Functional
Assessment (FA) of the (dis)-ability of the motor impaired and/or the elderly.
The CAMARC-II projects is a continuation of CAMARC from the AIM Exploratory Action. The Consortium
collects 8 EC and 2 EFTA countries, 6 industries, 12 outstanding Clinical Centres, 18 universities and research
institutions, taking into account contractors, Associate Contractors and Subcontractors."

The file specification information and lexicons contained in this document are believed to be in the
public domain. This manual has been generated as part of Motion Lab Systems internal efforts to
document Biomechanical file formats.
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DST Version 1.0

DST 1.0 Introduction
CAMARC – "Computer Aided
Movement Analysis in a
Rehabilitation Context"

DST 1.0 defines the first version of the CAMARC file format for the storage and
exchange of data. This version was developed in 1993 and given the acronym DST,
Data Storage and Transfer.  It has been superceded in 1995 by DST version 2.0
which extends the definition and is documented in the next section.

lex·i·con - from Greek lexis.
Used in this sense to mean the
vocabulary of a language.

The DST specification defines a syntax for a file, but does not define its contents.
The rules covering DST file contents are contained in a series of companion
documents, known as DST lexicons.

The DST format is extremely simple, and very general. It can be used for the transfer
of information as simple as a few lines of text, or as complex as a complete 3D
kinetic clinical gait analysis experiment. It is not specific to any particular type of
data, any make of equipment, nor indeed to biomechanics.

As they are based on ASCII code, DST files are not particularly compact. As a
result, although DST format could be used for the transfer of large raw data files,
such as frame-stored video or digitized X-rays, it is not intended for that purpose. In
general, raw data files are specific to the instruments on which the measurements are
made, and data exchange is usually limited to owners of that equipment.

DST 1.0 Structure
A DST file consists of a string of 7-bit ASCII codes, divided into a series of lines.
Each line is delimited by any number of Carriage Return, Line Feed, or Form Feed
characters [ASCII codes 13, 10, and 12, respectively]. Lines can be of any length.

Each line is either a Header, a Data Line, or may be part of a Comment. The file is
built of a number of sections.

Each section begins with a one-line header, followed by an arbitrary number of data
lines. A section continues until the start of the next section, or the end of the file.

File Type Line
The first line of a DST file, known as the File Type Line, is a unique header, without
subsequent data lines. It must always have the form:

#!DST[-version_number] [creator information]
where:

[ ] indicates optional items
-version_number identifies a DST version, -1.0 in this example.
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creator information is a DST type qualifier

For example, a DST file might begin with the DST File Type line:
#!DST-1.0 EXP Ancona

DST-1.0 expects a file to
contain data from a single
lexicon.

This identifies the file as conforming to the DST-1.0 protocol (this document), and
to be of type EXP Ancona. The DST type qualifier generally, but not necessarily,
defines the DST lexicon for the contents of the file.

As the DST file type identification is always contained in the first line of the file,
programs can very quickly locate a DST file and determine its contents, whatever its
name or extension.

Sections
DST-2.0 fully defines the
character set that can be used
to form section names.

There are two types of section in a DST file; Text sections and Numeric sections.
Although DST-1.0 does not define the set of characters that can legally be used to
form section names it is recommended that this is restricted to as a-z, A-Z, 0–9.

In general it should be assumed when creating DST-1.0 files that all section names
must be fully expressed.  Some applications may use an unofficial abbreviation
scheme which was later adopted and formalized in DST-2.0 together with a method
for defining section name templates using a colon. DST-1.0 section names should
avoid using a colon character.

Text Sections

Section Header
Text sections have a header of the form:

$SectionName [population_size]
where:

[ ] indicates an optional item
SectionName is a unique text section identifier. A text and a

numeric section can share the same name.
population_size is an integer, indicating that the text lines in the

section result from the concatenation of that number
of similarly named text sections.

Data Line Structure
The data lines in a text section contain only the text, except lines beginning with ! or
$, where the first character must be repeated.

For example, a text section might be:
$PartnerName
Professor Tommaso Leo

Text sections in DST files have a completely free format and may therefore be of any
length, from one line (text header only) to many hundreds of lines (e.g. a section of
program code, or a patient's medical notes).

If a number of "string" (text) variables are contained within a single DST text
section, any delimiters used to separate these variables must be defined in the
relevant lexicon.
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Numeric Sections
A DST numeric section contains a block of numerical data. Data within a numeric
section is structured into a number of vectors, each component of which must
contain homogeneous data. Each vector has an individual vector dimension.

Section Header
Numeric sections have a header of the form:

!SectionName[[-dimension]...] [population_size]
where:

[ ] indicates optional item(s)
... indicates an optional item repeated an indefinite

number of times.
SectionName is a unique numeric section identifier. A numeric and

text section can share the same name.
-dimension (hyphen followed by integer), indicates the

dimension of a vector component. The dimension of
the "only" or "highest" vector is implicit, and no
dimension is included for it in the header.

population_size is an integer, indicating that the values in the section
result from the averaging of that number of similarly
named numeric sections.
Further details of this parameter and its consequences
for the structure of numeric sections are covered
under the heading of Combining DST Files.

Note that the numeric section header definition has been considerably expanded in
the DST-2.0 specification to accommodate special codes for residual and standard
deviation information as well as allowing for freedom for lexicon writers.

Delimiters and Data Types
Values in the data lines of DST numeric section are delimited by white space
characters [space (ASCII 32) or tab (ASCII 9)] and by the permitted DST line
separators [carriage return, line feed, or form feed].

Values in the data lines of a DST numeric section can be integer or floating point,
both with optional sign.

Integers are, by default, decimal. Decimal integers must not use an initial zero.
Octal and hexadecimal integers are permitted with the prefixes 0 (zero) and 0x (zero-
x or zero-X), respectively.

Exponents are allowed in the
DST-2.0 definition, as are
Boolean values.

Floating point numbers are always decimal with a "decimal point" (ASCII 46) used
as the integer-fraction delimiter. Exponent forms of floating point numbers are not
permitted.

Data Line Structure
The values in a numeric section form a tensor (multi-vectorial) array in which the
components of the "lowest" vector change most rapidly, and the components of the
"highest", implicitly dimensioned, vector change least rapidly.

If a variable has more than one vector, line breaks must occur immediately following
each occurrence of the highest component of the "highest" vector. They may also
occur immediately following each occurrence of the highest component of any
vector. If present, line breaks must occur uniformly through the array.
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Examples of numeric sections containing variables with different numbers of vectors
are given below.

Not all of the variables shown in these examples are "real" in the sense that they are
included in any CAMARC lexicon. They serve simply to illustrate the syntax of the
DST numeric sections.

!KinematicSampleRate

100

A variable with one vector of
dimension one, i.e. a scalar quantity.

!LeftKneeFlexExt

-2.783

-1.325

0.067

1.248

. . .

13.328

18.233

24.315

30.405

A variable with one vector
- for % gait cycle (implicit)

Note that a line break occurs between
each sample. The variable could have
been stored "along a line", but this
would have made it much harder to
read.

!LeftKneeMoment-3

-0.401 0.148 0.004

-0.283 0.100 0.004

-0.199 0.097 0.001

-0.220 0.126 0.002

. . .

A variable with two vectors
- spatial component (1,2,3)
 - % gait cycle (implicit)
Line breaks occur after the highest
component in the spatial vector.

!ForcePlateCorners1-3

-330   200   50

-730   200   50

-730  -400   50

-330  -400   50

A second variable with two vectors
- spatial component (1,2,3)
- corner # (implicit)

Note that in this case the implicitly
dimensioned vector is not time.

!ForcePlate1-3-2

855 344 2480 42 172 23

857 345 2465 42 173 23

859 344 2455 44 172 22

862 345 2450 45 173 22

. . .

A variable with three vectors - spatial
component (1,2,3)
- reaction (force,moment)
- time (implicit),

shown in two alternative formats.

!ForcePlate1-3-2

855 344 2480

 42 172   23

857 345 2465

 42 173   23

The line breaks in either format are
legal for the given variable.
However, the first layout is preferred
since it is easier to read.
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859 344 2455

 44 172   22

. . .

!T3D-3-15

<s1 m1 X> <s1 m1 Y> <s1 m1 Z>

<s1 m2 X> <s1 m2 Y> <s1 m2 Z>

<s1 m3 X> <s1 m3 Y> <s1 m3 Z>

<s1 m4 X> <s1 m4 Y> <s1 m4 Z>

. . .

<s2 m1 X> <s2 m1 Y> <s2 m1 Z>

<s2 m2 X> <s2 m2 Y> <s2 m2 Z>

<s2 m3 X> <s2 m3 Y> <s2 m3 Z>

<s2 m4 X> <s2 m4 Y> <s2 m4 Z>

. . .

A further example of a variable with
three vectors
- spatial component (1,2,3)
- marker # (1,2,..,15)
- time (implicit)

!ForcePlates-3-2-4

855 344 2480 42 172 23 10 ... 1 3 5

857 345 2465 42 173 23  9 ... 2 1 6

859 344 2455 44 172 22  7 ... 2 1 3

862 345 2450 45 173 22 10 ... 2 3 2

. . .

A variable with four vectors
- spatial component (1,2,3)
- reaction (force, moment)
- force plate # (1,2,3,4)
- time (implicit)
Although the DST specification
would allow such a structure in a
single variable, it is not
recommended as its complexity
outweighs the small saving of size.

In general, where there is any ambiguity or lack of clarity in the identity, meaning, or
units of vectors stored in a numeric section, the variable should be broken up into
separate numeric sections each with a different name and fewer vectors.

Run-Length Coding
Although run-length coding is
part of the DST 1.0 format
definition it is common to find
that the ability to read run-
length coded files does not
exist in many applications
that read DST files.

Many biomechanical variables stored in DST numeric sections can contain large
amounts of undefined or redundant data. For example, kinematic markers may not be
visible for periods during an experiment, force plate outputs should be zero when no
load is applied, footswitch output is only of interest during transitions. Such
redundancies needlessly increase the size and access time of DST files. A simple
method for reducing this problem is to record a short code in place of a series of
repeated values - run-length coding, or RLC.

Within a DST numeric section, the following codes can replace any value:
Un
Rn
where:

U is the start of a run of undefined values
R is the start of a run of repeated values
n is a positive integer

The codes indicate that a component of a vector is undefined or repeated for n further
instances, including the instance replaced by the code. If a repeated code appears as
the first instance of a component, it indicates a repeated value of zero. Following
either an undefined or a repeated code, the dimension of the relevant vector is
temporarily reduced by one, until the component is reintroduced.
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The examples below illustrate the use of the U and R codes.
!LeftKneeFlexExt

-2.783

-1.325

0.067

U17

13.328

18.233

. . .

A variable with one vector
- for % gait cycle (implicit)
The 4th to 20th samples, inclusive
are undefined.

!ForcePlate1-3-2

R297 R297 R297 R297 R297 R297

. . .

855 344 2480 42 172 23

857 R5  2465 42 173 22

859 2455 44 172 R4

862 2450 45 173

861 2450 45 R3

862 2450 45

868 345 2450 45 24

855 346 2480 42 172 23

. . .

0   0   0   0   0   0

U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423

The variable starts with all 6
elements of reaction repeating at
value 0 for 297 samples.
Later, the following repeated values
are used:
component  value  repeats
[2,1]  (F2)       344      5
[3,2]  (M3)        22      4
[2,2]  (M2)      173      3
In practice, the use of RLC for such
short runs would not be justified.
At the end of the section, all 6
elements of reaction are undefined
for 1423 samples. In practice, this
information is probably redundant
and would be omitted.

!ForcePlate1-3-2

R297 R297 R297 R297 R297 R297

. . .

855 344 2480 42 172 23

857 344 2465 42 173 22

859 344 2455 44 172 22

862 344 2450 45 173 22

861 344 2450 45 173 22

862 344 2450 45 173 22

868 345 2450 45 173 24

855 346 2480 42 172 23

. . .

0   0   0   0   0   0

U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423

The second sample shows the
reconstruction of the repeated data.

Residuals and Interpolation Code
Although Interpolation codes
are defined in the DST 1.0
definition they are rarely used
and it should not be assumed
that a DST application will
interpret them correctly.

As DST files are used primarily for the storage and transmission of experimental
data, it is desirable to know the "quality" of the data contained in numeric sections.
Frequently, this information can be obtained from overdetermined solutions for
calculated variables, based on redundant observations. DST allows additional vector
components to be specified in order to provide such information.
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Interpolation of any vector results in a change of "quality" in the information,
generally lowering it. The DST format allows the indication that a vector is
interpolated over a number of instances of the next higher order vector, e.g. time
samples.

The code character I is used to indicate interpolation, using a format identical to that
defined for undefined or repeated values. An important difference, however, is that
interpolation codes may only appear in a defined "residual" or "quality" component
of a vector as this is the type of information they provide.

A problem exists in DST 1.0
as it is not clear if a 3-vector
variable is two-dimensional
with a residual, or a three
dimensional variable.

For example, in a photogrammetric trajectory reconstruction, the spatial vector of the
calculated sampled points on a trajectory is always overdetermined. Except when the
trajectory is interpolated, the redundancy can be used to calculate a residual of
reconstruction, as an indication of the quality of the data.

From the above example:
!RightLateralMalleolus-4

. . . .

0.203  1.478  0.017  0.0010

0.204  1.481  0.017  0.0008

0.205  1.480  0.018  0.0005

0.205  1.481  0.017  I5

0.205  1.483  R4

0.205  1.485

0.206  1.487

0.206  1.490

0.206  1.592  0.018  0.0012

. . . .

This is a basically 3-component spatial
vector with a "higher" implicit one-
dimensional vector for time.

A 4th component is included to the spatial
vector to indicate the residual of 3D
reconstruction. From the 4th illustrated
sample, the vector is interpolated for 5
samples and the residual component is
temporarily excluded.

The interpolation happens to result in a set of
4 repeated values for the 3rd component.

The DST-2.0 format definition completely revises the description of residual
information in the DST format by adding the @ sign to indicate the presence of
residual information.

Line Continuation Code
Although there is no limit in the DST protocol for the length of a line, most text
editors and all printers have such a limit. In Text sections, the insertion of a carriage
return, line feed, or form feed has no structural meaning. The author of the text will
generally insert sensible line wrapping either manually or automatically with a word-
processor.

Not all DST 1.0 applications
interpret line continuation
characters.

However, in numeric sections, line break codes are also structural vector delimiters.
Some lines may be too long for the screen or printer, so a line continuation character
is defined, for use in numeric sections only.

The character & (ASCII 38) is used immediately before a carriage control, line feed,
or form feed to indicate that the following line is a continuation line. A line
continuation character and the following character are together read as a white space
character and must not be used in the middle of a numeric value.

!ForcePlates-3-2-4

855 344 2480 42 172 23 10 6 7 7 3&

2 2 7 14 10 12 2 13 10 3 4&

The layout of this section is
permitted but highly undesirable
as it is extremely difficult to read.
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1 3

. . .

Combining (Averaging) DST Files
When one DST file is "added to" one another, text or numeric sections in the first file
which do not correspond to sections in the second are added to the second file.

Text sections in the first file which do correspond to sections in the second (in
section name only) are merged by appending the data lines and increasing the section
population accordingly.

DST-2.0 uses the % sign to
indicate the presence of
standard deviations to avoid
problems separating the data
and standard deviation
values.

Numeric sections in the first file that do correspond to sections in the second (in
section name, vector dimensions, and number of data lines) are merged by
calculating the Arithmetic Mean of component values, based on the respective
population sizes of the pre-combined sections. Component Standard Deviations may
also be calculated and stored.

Any text section with a header which includes a population size greater than 1 is
known as an Averaged Section. Averaged sections contain data lines resulting from
the combination of the indicated number of non-averaged DST files. All vector
component values in averaged numeric sections are stored as a set of mean values,
optionally followed by a set of standard deviations. The two parts are treated as
elements of the same value, so the vector dimensions are not doubled.

All, but not some, of the standard deviation values in an averaged numeric section
may optionally be omitted.

!LeftKneeMoment-3 17

. . .

-0.401 0.148 0.041 0.072 0.004 0.0006

-0.283 0.100 0.038 0.070 0.004 0.0005

-0.199 0.097 0.040 0.070 0.004 0.0007

-0.220 0.126 0.039 0.071 0.003 0.0004

. . .

This variable, with a set of
means followed by a set of
standard deviations, has been
calculated from of 17
!LeftKneeMoment-3 sections.

Comments
A DST file may include any number of comment strings, starting and ending at any
point within the file.

Each comment string starts with characters {* and ends with characters *}.

(N.B. The reason that the 'C' comment delimiters /*, */ , and // are not used is so
that sections of 'C' code can be included in DST text sections)

A DST file must not start with a comment since all DST files are recognized by the
starting string #!DST
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Nested comments are allowed
in DST-2.0 although their use
is not encouraged.

Comment sections cannot be "nested", since this would require multi-pass parsing
and thus slow down the processing of such files. A comment string, including its
delimiters, is read as a white space character and must not be inserted in the middle
of a numerical value.

If an unpaired {* is found, the whole of the rest of the file is assumed to be
comment. If an unpaired *} is found, it is ignored.

!NumberofKinematicSamples{*In general,
there is no need to store this number as
the reading program can simply count the
number of samples as it reads the
section.*}

825

$KineMaticUnits

mm

!HEaD-3

1450 -501 10423{*this number looks a bit
large*}

...

Comments may appear, as
shown, within either text or
numeric sections.

Comments can be within
one line, or spread over
several lines.

When a comment, with its
delimiters, is removed from
a DST file, the remaining
syntax must be valid.
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DST Version 2.0

DST 2.0 Introduction
This document defines a file format for the storage and exchange of data. The
specification is given the acronym DST, Data Storage and Transfer.  This document
supercedes the file format defined in the DST Version 1.0 specification.

lex·i·con - from Greek lexis.
Used in this sense to mean the
vocabulary of a language.

The DST specification defines a syntax for a file, but does not define its contents.
The rules covering DST file contents are contained in a series of companion
documents, known as DST lexicons.

The DST format is extremely simple, and very general. It can be used for the transfer
of information as simple as a few lines of text, or as complex as a complete 3D
kinetic clinical gait analysis experiment. It is not specific to any particular type of
data, any make of equipment, nor indeed to biomechanics.

As they are based on ASCII code, DST files are not particularly compact. As a
result, although DST format could be used for the transfer of large raw data files,
such as frame-stored video or digitized X-rays, it is not intended for that purpose. In
general, raw data files are specific to the instruments on which the measurements are
made, and data exchange is usually limited to owners of that equipment.

Version 2.0
This update has been prepared in response to a number of issues raised by users of
DST version 1.0. It resolves some ambiguities, tightens up certain aspects of the
specification, and provides a number of guidelines for lexicon writers and
application developers.

People familiar with version 1.0 should first look at the section "Moving to Version
2.0". This will direct them to places in the document where the specification has
been altered.
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ASCII Codes
DST files consist of strings of 7-bit ASCII codes. Certain codes have special
significance and are referred to throughout this document. To avoid repetition, their
ASCII representations are listed here.

One thing to note is that accented characters (such as é) are not part of the ASCII
character set.

Group Character ASCII Code
Line Delimiters Line Feed 10

Form Feed 12

Carriage Return 13

File Terminators Null 0

Control-Z 26

Whitespace Space 32

Tab 9

Lower Case a-z 97-122

Upper Case A-Z 65-90

Numerals 0-9 48-57

Other Ampersand (&) 38

At (@) 64

Colon (:) 58

Comma (,) 44

Decimal Point (.) 46

Dollar ($) 36

Hash (#) 35

Minus (-) 45

Percent (%) 37

Exclamation (!) 33

Plus ( +) 43

Underscore (_) 95

Any character of ASCII value less than 32 not mentioned above is an error, as is
Delete (ASCII 127). Applications writers should treat such characters as Whitespace.

DST 2.0 Structure
A DST file consists of a string of 7-bit ASCII codes, divided into a series of lines.
Each line is delimited by any number of Carriage Return, Line Feed, or Form Feed
characters. Lines can be of any length.

Each line is either a Header, a Data Line, or may be part of a Comment. The file is
built of a number of sections. Each section begins with a one-line header, followed
by an arbitrary number of data lines. A section continues until the start of the next
section, or the end of the file.
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File Type Line
The first line of a DST file, known as the File Type Line, is a unique header, without
subsequent data lines. It must always have the form:

#!DST[-ver_#] lex[-lex ver_#][[,lex[-lex ver_#]]...] [creator info]

where:
[ ] indicates optional items

... indicates an optional item repeated an indefinite number of
times

-ver_# identifies a DST version, currently -2.0

lex identifies a lexicon

-lex_ver # identifies a lexicon version

creator info is other creator information

For example, a DST file might begin with the DST File Type line:
#!DST-2.0 EXP-2.0 1995 1 6 Ancona

This identifies the file as conforming to the DST-2.0 protocol (this document), to
be based on the lexicon EXP version 2.0, and created at Ancona on January 6,
1995.

An example using multiple lexicons might be:
#!DST-2.0 EXP-2.0, GCD-1.0 1994 15 12 Milano

This indicates that the file contains EXP and GCD variables as described in the
section "Prefixes in Multiple-Lexicon Files". Note that the creator info follows
the first-named lexical convention (EXP-2.0), not any lexicon listed later.

As the DST file type identification is always contained in the first line of the file,
programs can very quickly locate a DST file and determine its contents, whatever its
name or extension.

Identifying DST Sections
There are two types of section in a DST file; Text and Numeric. Each section of
either type is identified by its Section Name.

Section Names
Section names can be made up using the characters a-z, A-Z, 0-9, underscore (
_ ) and colon ( : ). No other characters are allowed.

Colons are reserved for making up section name templates, and underscores are only
allowed in the variable parts of templates as described in "Partially-Defined Section
Names."

Lexicon writers should be careful to make sure that the section names (and fixed
parts of templates) are distinct in their fully abbreviated form, that is, with all
lowercase characters removed as described in the section "Abbreviating Section
Names".

A Text section can have the same name as a Numeric section since they are
differentiated by the preceding $ or !, respectively.
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Abbreviating Section Names
Section names can be abbreviated by missing out the lower case letters (a-z); all
other characters must be present, and the variable part of section name templates
cannot be abbreviated in this way as they are provided by the file creator, not the
lexicon.

Not all lower case letters need be omitted, but if you skip one you must skip all
others up to the next non-lowercase character.

For example:

ForcePlate1 could be abbreviated FP1 or ForPl1, but not FrcPlt1.

Trajectory:LeftKnee could be abbreviated T:LeftKnee but not
TLeftKnee or T:LK.

In general it is recommended
that section names are not
abbreviated.

Applications that write DST files should use either the full section name or the fully
abbreviated form, not some intermediate version.  If abbreviation is used then it
should be applied uniformly throughout the file for legibility.

Prefixes in Multiple-Lexicon Files
If the file type line indicates that sections are present from more than one lexicon,
there may be name conflicts. To avoid this, all sections in multiple-lexicon files are
prefixed by the name of the lexicon. For example, in a file with the file type line

#!DST-2.0 EXP-2.0, GCD-1.0 1994 15 12 Milano
you will get section header lines such as

$EXP:EXPeriment
!GCD:LeftPelvicTilt

corresponding to the normal EXP and GCD section headers
$EXPeriment
!LeftPelvicTilt

Partially-Defined Section Names
When designing a lexicon, the writer may not wish to restrict the section names to a
fixed list but rather provide section name Templates. The format for a section name
template is

FixedPart[[:VariablePart]...]
where:

[ ] indicates optional item(s)
... indicates an optional item repeated an indefinite

number of times
FixedPart is a unique template identifier
VariablePart is a user-definable label

As an example, a lexicon writer who wants to allow for named trajectories but not
fix the list of trajectory names can define a template as

Trajectory:trajectory_name
and the user can provide the labels to make up section names such as

Trajectory:RightASIS.
Multiple variable parts are used as appropriate. For instance, the template

Analog:analog_type:channel_name
can give rise to sections such as
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Analog:EMG:MAbductorHalicis
It may be allowable to skip a variable part (although not the colon) in a template, to
allow for default sections or unknown information. The lexicon must specifically
state if this is allowed.

For example, the templates
$AnalogInfo:channel_name
Analog:analog_type:channel_name

can give rise to sections such as
$AnalogInfo: (default section)
!Analog::unmarked_channel (unknown analog type)

Dates and Times
Due to the multitude of time and date formats around the world, where possible
lexicon writers should use the standard format

Y M D [h [m [s]]]
where Y is years (four digits), M is months, D is days, h is hours, m is minutes, and s
is seconds. All of these are integer numbers except for seconds which can be floating
point.

Text Sections

Section Header
Text sections have a header of the form:

$SectionName[ population]
where:

[ ] indicates an optional item
SectionName is a unique text section identifier. A text and a

numeric section can share the same name.
Population (white space followed by integer), indicating that the

text lines in the section result from the concatenation
of that number of similarly named text sections.

Data Line Structure
The data lines in a text section contain only the text, except lines beginning with ! or
$, where the first character must be repeated.

For example, a text section might be:
$PartnerName
Professor Tommaso Leo

Text sections in DST files have a completely free format and may therefore be of any
length, from one line (text header only) to many hundreds of lines (e.g. a section of
program code, or a patient's medical notes).

Multiple String Sections
If a number of "string" (text) variables are contained within a single DST text
section, a comma (',') must be used as the delimiter – the only limitation this imposes
is that there can be no commas in the individual string variables. Any white space
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characters [space or tab] or permitted DST line separators [carriage return, line feed,
or form feed] immediately following the comma are ignored.

For example, a "multiple string" text section might be:
$SUBject
REF:736-4140, PAThology:cerebral palsy, AGE:12,
GENder: m, HT: 1.34, WT: 47

Lexicon writers should, where possible, allow named elements, as in the examples
above. If this is done, the names should be followed by a colon (:)—any white space
or line separators immediately following the colon are ignored. When named
elements are used, the order of the elements should not be assumed, and the names
should follow the same abbreviation scheme as section headers (except that they are
terminated by the first colon). Lexicon writers may provide a partial list of named
elements, allowing users to add others as they require (provided the names obey the
usual abbreviation rules).

Numeric Sections
A DST numeric section contains a block of numerical data. Data within a numeric
section is structured into a number of vectors, each component of which must
contain homogeneous data. Each vector has an individual vector dimension.

Section Header
Numeric sections have a header of the form:

!SectionName[[-dim]...][@res][[lex]...] [population] [%]
where:

[ ] indicates optional item(s)
... indicates an optional item repeated an indefinite number

of times
SectionName is a unique numeric section identifier. A numeric and a

text section can share the same name.
-dim (hyphen followed by integer), indicates the dimension of

a vector component. The dimension of the "only" or
"highest" vector is implicit, and no dimension is included
for it in the header.

Res (at character followed by integer), indicates the presence
of residuals or other "quality" data. See the section on
"Residuals and Interpolation Code".

Lex indicates a lexicon-specific code. See the section on ,
"Lexicon-Specific Codes in the Section Header".

Population (integer not preceded by indicator character), indicates
that the values in the section result from the averaging of
that number of similarly named numeric sections. If there
is more than one integer on the line without a preceding
indicator character the second and subsequent numbers
are ignored.
Further details of this parameter and its consequences for
the structure of numeric sections are discussed in the
section on Combining DST Files.

% (percent sign), indicates the presence of standard
deviations in an averaged section. See the section on
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"Combining (Averaging) DST Files".

All whitespace on the header line after the section name is ignored.

Application writers should not assume the order of the codes in the section header.
The line should be examined a character at a time following the section name. If the
character is a recognized indicator it should be dealt with as appropriate, otherwise
any following number should be skipped and the next possible indicator character
examined.

Lexicon-Specific Codes in the Section Header
Lexicon writers may decide to include their own special codes in the header line, in
the manner of the Residual or Standard Deviation markers above. There are a few
guidelines to follow when doing this:

The code should consist of an indicator character optionally followed by an integer
or floating point number.

The indicator character should be a printable, non-space ASCII character [ASCII
values 33-126] but not any of the characters that are reserved for other purposes.
These reserved characters are

a-z, A-Z Used for section names
Underscore (_), colon (:) Used for section names
0-9 Used for section names and numbers
at (@), percent (%) Used for standard codes
Minus (-), plus (+) Used for standard codes and numbers
Decimal point (.) Used for floating point numbers

The interpretation of the code is entirely up to the lexicon writer, provided that the
data in the section corresponds to the DST standard. No codes can modify the
components of a vector in the way @ and % do.

Delimiters and Data Types
Values in the data lines of DST numeric section are delimited by white space
characters [space or tab] and by the permitted DST line separators [carriage return,
line feed, or form feed].

Values in the data lines of a DST numeric section can be integer or floating point,
both with optional sign.

Integers are, by default, decimal. Decimal integers must not use an initial zero. Octal
and hexadecimal integers are permitted with the prefixes 0 (zero) and 0x (zero-x or
zero-X), respectively.

Floating point numbers are always decimal with a decimal point used as the integer
fraction delimiter. Exponent forms of floating point numbers are permitted, using the
character 'e' to indicate the exponent part.

Boolean values (i.e., two-state true or false values) in numeric sections should be
written as 0 for false values and 1 for true values. Applications writers reading
sections known to provide Boolean data should treat all non-zero values as true.
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Data Line Structure
The values in a numeric section form a tensor (multi-vectorial) array in which the
components of the "lowest" vector change most rapidly, and the components of the
"highest", implicitly dimensioned, vector change least rapidly.

If a variable has more than one vector, line breaks must occur immediately following
each occurrence of the highest component of the "highest" vector. They may also
occur immediately following each occurrence of the highest component of any
vector. If present, line breaks must occur uniformly through the array.

Examples of numeric sections containing variables with different numbers of vectors
are given below.

!LeftStrideTime

1.1

A variable with one vector of dimension one,
i.e. a scalar quantity.

!LeftPelvicTilt

10.838

10.870

10.407

10.381

10.269

. . .

A variable with one vector
- for % gait cycle (implicit).
Note that a line break occurs between each
sample. The variable could have been stored
"along a line", but this would have made it
much harder to read.

!LeftHipJointCenter-3

435.443 643.454 864.405

464.857 647.426 860.923

495.969 652.431 859.467

528.416 656.679 860.309

. . .

A variable with two vectors
- spatial component (1,2,3)
- % gait cycle (implicit)
Line breaks occur after the highest
component in the spatial vector.

!ForcePlateCorners:FP1-3

-330 200 50

-730 200 50

-730 -400 50

-330 -400 50

A second variable with two vectors
- spatial component (1,2,3)
- corner # (implicit)
Note that in this case the implicitly
dimensioned vector is not time.

!GroundReaction:FPl-3-2

855 344 2480 42 172 23

857 345 2465 42 173 23

859 344 2455 44 172 22

862 345 2450 45 173 22

. . .

A variable with three vectors

- spatial component (l,2,3)

- reaction (force, moment)

-time (implicit),
shown in two alternative formats.

!GroundReaction:FPl-3-2

855 344 2480

42  172   23

The line breaks in either format are legal for
the given variable. However, the first layout
is preferred since it is easier to read.
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857 345 2465

42  173   23

859 344 2455

44  172   22

862 345 2450

45  173   22

. . .

In general, where there is any ambiguity or lack of clarity in the identity, meaning, or
units of vectors stored in a numeric section, the variable should be broken up into
separate numeric sections each with a different name and fewer vectors.

Run-Length Coding
Many biomechanical variables stored in DST numeric sections can contain large
amounts of undefined or redundant data. For example, kinematic markers may not be
visible for periods during an experiment, force plate outputs should be zero when no
load is applied, footswitch output is only of interest during transitions.

Such redundancies may increase the size and access time of DST files. A simple
method for reducing this problem is to record a short code in place of a series of
repeated values - run-length coding, or RLC.

Within a DST numeric section, the following codes can replace any value:
Un
Rn
where:
U is the start of a run of undefined values
R is the start of a run of repeated values
n is a positive integer

The codes indicate that a component of a vector is undefined or repeated for n
further instances, including the instance replaced by the code. If a repeated code
appears as the first instance of a component, it indicates a repeated value of zero.
Following either an undefined or a repeated code, the dimension of the relevant
vector is temporarily reduced by one, until the component is reintroduced.

The examples below illustrate the use of the U and R codes.

!LeftKneeFlexExt

-2.783

-1.325

0.067

U17

13.328

18.233

20.028

. . .

A variable with one vector
- for % gait cycle (implicit)
The 4th to 20th samples, Inclusive
are undefined.

!GroundReaction:FP1-3-2

R297 R297 R297 R297 R297 R297

855 344 2480 42 172 23

The variable starts with all 6
elements of reaction repeating at
value 0 for 297 samples
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857 R5 2465 42 173 22

859 2455 44 172 R4

862 2450 45 173

861 2450 45 R3

862 2450 45

855 346 2480 42 172 23

. . .

. . .

0 0 0 0 0 0

U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423

Later, the following repeated values
are used:
component value repeats
[2,1] (F2)      344    5
[3,2] (M3)     22     4
[2,2] (M2)     173   3
In practice, the use of RLC for such
short runs might not be justified.

!GroundReaction:FP1-3-2

R297 R297 R297 R297 R297 R297

. . .

855 344 2480 42 172 23

857 344 2465 42 173 22

859 344 2455 44 172 22

862 344 2450 45 173 22

861 344 2450 45 173 22

862 344 2450 45 173 22

868 345 2450 45 173 24

855 346 2480 42 172 23

. . .

0 0 0 0 0 0

U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423 U1423

The second sample shows the
reconstruction of the repeated data.

At the end of the section, all 6
elements of reaction are undefined
for 1423 samples. In practice, this
information is probably redundant
and would be omitted.

The second sample shows the
reconstruction of the repeated data.

Residuals and Interpolation Code
As DST files are used primarily for the storage and transmission of experimental
data, it is desirable to know the "quality" of the data contained in numeric sections.
Frequently, this information can be obtained from overdetermined solutions for
calculated variables, based on redundant observations. DST allows additional vector
components to be specified in order to provide such information.

The presence of residuals or other indicators of "quality" is indicated on the header
line by an at character (@), followed by the number of additional vector components
to be included. This number must be either the least significant dimension of the
vector, or one, and is not added to the dimension on the header line.

Interpolation of any vector results in a change of "quality" in the information,
generally lowering it. The DST format allows the indication that a vector is
interpolated over a number of instances of the next higher order vector, e.g. time
samples.

The code character I is used to indicate interpolation, using a format identical to that
defined for undefined or repeated values. An important difference, however, is that
interpolation codes may only appear in a defined "residual" or "quality" component
of a vector as this is the type of information they provide.

For example, in a photogrammetric trajectory reconstruction, the spatial vector of the
calculated sampled points on a trajectory is always overdetermined. Except when the
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trajectory is interpolated, the redundancy can be used to calculate a residual of
reconstruction, as an indication of the quality of the data.

From the above example:

Trajectory:RightLateralMalleolus-3@1

. . . .

. . . .

0.203 1.478 0.017 0.0010

0.204 1.481 0.017 0.0008

0.205 1.480 0.018 0.0005

0.205 1.481 0.017 I5

0.205 1.483 R4

0 205 1 485

0.206 1.490

0.206 1.592 0.018 0.0012

. . . .

. . . .

This is basically a 3-component
spatial vector with a "higher"
implicit one-dimensional vector for
time.

A 4th component is added to the
vector to indicate the residual of 3D
reconstruction. From the 4th

illustrated sample, the vector is
interpolated for 5 samples and the
residual component is temporarily
excluded.

The interpolation happens to result
in a set of 4 repeated values for the
3rd component.

Line Continuation Code
Although there is no limit in the DST protocol for the length of a line, most text
editors and all printers have such a limit. In Text sections, the insertion of a carriage
return, line feed, or form feed has no structural meaning. The author of the text will
generally insert sensible line wrapping either manually or automatically with a word-
processor.

However, in numeric sections, line break codes are also structural vector delimiters.
Some lines may be too long for the screen or printer, so a line continuation character
is defined, for use in numeric sections only.

The character Ampersand (&) is used immediately before a carriage control, line
feed, or form feed to indicate that the following line is a continuation line. A line
continuation character and the following character are together read as a white space
character and must not be used in the middle of a numeric value.

!DummyExample-3-2-4

. . .

855 344 2480 42 172 23 10 6 7 7 3&

2 2 7 14 10 12 2 13 10 3 4&

1 3

. . .

The layout of this section is
permitted but highly undesirable as it
is extremely difficult to read.

Combining DST Files
When one DST file is "added to" one another, text or numeric sections in the first file
which do not correspond to sections in the second are added to the second file.
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Text sections in the first file which do correspond to sections in the second (in
section name only) are merged by appending the data lines and increasing the section
population accordingly.

Numeric sections in the first file that do correspond to sections in the second (in
section name, vector dimensions, and number of data lines) are merged by
calculating the Arithmetic Mean of component values, based on the respective
population sizes of the pre-combined sections. Component Standard Deviations may
also be calculated and stored.

Any text section with a header which includes a population size greater than 1 is
known as an Averaged Section. Averaged sections contain data lines resulting from
the combination of the indicated number of non-averaged DST files. All vector
component values in averaged numeric sections are stored as a set of mean values,
optionally followed by a set of standard deviations. The presence of standard
deviations is indicated by a percent character (%) on the header line. The two parts
are treated as elements of the same value, so the vector dimensions are not doubled.

All, but not some, of the standard deviation values in an averaged numeric section
may optionally be omitted. If they are omitted, no percent sign should be placed on
the header line.

!LeftKneeJointCentre-3 17%

. . .

582.603 651.064 502.257 0.072 0.004 0.0006

616.51  649.083 501.418 0.070 0.004 0.0005

675.794 644.914 502.727 0.071 0.003 0.0004

. . .

This variable, with a set
of means followed by a
set of standard deviations,
has been calculated from
seventeen
!LeftKneeMoment-3
sections.

Comments
A DST file may include any number of comment strings, starting and ending at any
point within the file provided that the first line of the file starts with the DST header.

Each comment string starts with characters {* and ends with characters *}.

The standard 'C' comment delimiters /*, */, and // are not used so that sections of
'C' code can be included in DST text sections. The above is also safe for PASCAL,
which uses { and } as comment delimiters.

A DST file must not start with a comment since all DST files are recognized by the
starting string #!DST

Comment sections can be "nested", although this practice is not recommended. A
comment string, including its delimiters, is read as a white space character and must
not be inserted in the middle of a numerical value.

If an unpaired {* is found, the whole of the rest of the file is assumed to be
comment. If an unpaired *} is found, it is ignored.

!AXeS{*There is no need to store the
variable in this instance since it is
the default value . * }

AVR

Comments may appear, as
shown, within either text or
numeric sections.

Comments can be within one
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$KinematicUnits

mm

!LeftHipJointCentre-3

435.443 643.454 104238.739 {*this
number looks suspiciously large*}

line, or spread over several
lines.

When a comment, with its
delimiters, is removed from a
DST file, the remaining syntax
must be valid.

Moving to Version 2.0

Changes Introduced in Version 2.0

Defined Rules for Combining Lexicons
The file type line has been given more structure, and lexicon prefixes have been
added, so that files combining lexicons can be created.

Defined Character Set for Section Names
The set of characters that can legally be used to form section names has been defined
as a- z, A-Z, o - 9, and underscore (_) and colon (: ), with special rules for
these last two.

Formalized Rules for Abbreviating Section Names
The abbreviation scheme (used unofficially with DST version 1.0 by some
applications) has been formalized.

Formalized Section Name Templates
A method for defining section name templates using the colon is presented.

Date/Time Standard
A standard format for representing dates and times is presented. This avoids the
problem of "confusable" formats such as the U.K. and U.S. standards (which swap
the day and month).

"Multiple String" Text Sections
Guidelines on the use of lists of text variables have been included, with comma as
the standard delimiter.

Numeric Header Line
The format of the numeric section header line has been expanded. This was partly to
accommodate the codes for residuals and standard deviations (see below), and partly
to allow for more flexibility so that lexicon writers could devise their own additions
without conflicting too severely with each other.

Lexicon-Specific Codes
A standard way of expanding the information on the numeric header line is
presented.
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Boolean and Exponent Forms for Numeric Data
The exponent form is now allowed for numeric data, using the character 'e' to
indicate the exponent part. The representations of Boolean values are defined.

Residuals
The presence of residuals must now be indicated by an at sign (@), and the number of
residuals given. This has been added because in version 1.0 it was impossible to
know whether (for example) a 3-vector was two-dimensional with a residual, or
three-dimensional without one.

Standard Deviations
The presence of standard deviations must now be indicated by a percent sign on the
header line. This has been added because in version 1.0 cases could arise where there
was no way of telling whether standard deviations were present or not. An example:

!GroundReaction:FPl-3-2 17

855 344 2480 42 172 23

857 345 2465 42 173 23

859 344 2455 44 172 22

862 345 2450 45 173 22

. . .

This actually has both explicit vectors on one
line and no standard deviations, but in
version 1.0 it could equally be read as having
only one explicit vector on a line, together
with the corresponding standard deviations.

"Nested" Comments
"Nested" comments are now allowed, although their use is not recommended.

Compatibility
With the exception of sections including residuals or standard deviations, DST 1.0
files form a subset of DST 2.0 files.

Applications that deal with specific lexicons devised before DST 2.0 should know
which sections have residuals and can recognize a DST 1.0 file, so this should cause
little problem. Generic applications will have to assume that there are no residuals in
DST 1.0 files.

Standard deviations have not been used to any great extent with DST 1.0, perhaps
because of the flaws in the definition. In some cases it may be possible to determine
whether standard deviations are present from the line breaks; where this is not
possible, the application will just have to make a guess.

In general, applications designed to handle DST 1.0 files will not be able to read
DST 2.0 files.
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The EXP 1.0 Lexicon

Version 1.0
This lexicon comprises a set of text and numeric variables for use in the storage
and/or transmission of kinematic and associated biomechanical data. Other lexicons
exist, or are under development, for:

•  processed gait analysis data,

•  patient pathology and disability records

All variables defined in this document conform to the CAMARC DST Syntax
Protocol and CAMARC Standard Terms and Definitions.

The EXP-1.0 lexicon has been superceded by EXP-2.0 which does not include many
of the variables defined in this document.  EXP-1.0 and EXP-2.0 should be treated as
two separate lexicons.

Header
To conform with DST syntax, any file using the EXP lexicon must contain a first,
File Type line with the following general form:

#!DST[-DST_ver_#] EXP[-EXP_ver_#] date [creator info]
where:

[ ] indicates optional items
-DST_ver_# identifies a DST version, currently -1.0
-EXP_ver_# identifies a EXP version, currently -1.0
date original creation date of this file, in format dd/mm/yy
creator info is other creator information.

Example:
#!DST-1.0 EXP-1.0 1/4/93 Milano

This identifies the file as conforming to the DST-1.0 protocol, the EXP-1.0
lexicon, created on 1st April 1993, and to have the creator code Milano.

Text Variables
A number of text format experimental parameters which provide context for the
experimental data can be included in a file which uses the EXP lexicon.
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Some parameters are mandatory - always required for the correct processing of the
file - although there are generally defined defaults for any mandatory parameter
which is omitted.

$EXPeriment
$EXPeriment is a mandatory text variable. It must always be included in an EXP
file.

The format of the $EXPeriment variable is:
$EXPeriment
protocol,date[[,# of experiments],[information]

where:
, (comma) is a mandatory delimiter
protocol identifies the experimental protocol (no commas)
date is the date of the experiment(s) in format dd/mm/yy
# of experiments is the number of experiments whose data is included in

this file
[ ] indicates an optional item (no commas)

Example:
$EXPeriment
CAMARC Kinematic Test 4,31/12/92,2,
office level fluorescent light

$AXeS
$AXeS is a mandatory text variable, indicating the order of laboratory axes used in
the file. Twelve alternative right-handed Cartesian sets of laboratory axes are
possible, with one horizontal axis nominally parallel to the direction of progression,
and one axis positively vertical.

Anterior-Left-Vertical1 Anterior-Vertical-Right3*  Vertical-Anterior-Left5

Right-Anterior-Vertical2 Left-Vertical-Anterior4  Vertical-Left-Posterior6

Left-Posterior-Vertical2 Right-Vertical-Posterior4  Vertical-Posterior-Right5

Posterior-Right-Vertical1 Posterior-Vertical-Left3  Vertical-Right-Anterior6

Many laboratories operate bi-directionally, so that "anterior" and posterior"
laboratory directions are interchangeable. This results in the 6 pairs of equivalent
axis sets, as indicated.

If data from more than one experiment is included in an EXP file, the indicated axis
set, or its pair, must be used throughout.

Example:
$AXeS
ALV

CAMARC II standard Terms and Definitions select the set AVR (indicated *) as
default. If the $AXeS variable is omitted, the default AVR should be assumed.

$KinematicUnits
$KinematicUnits is a text variable which is mandatory when any kinematic data is
included in the file. It indicates the unit of displacement for all kinematic variables.
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Example:
$KinematicUnits
mm

If this variable is not included in the file, kinematic units are assumed to be in
metres.

$AdcUnits
$AdcUnits is a text variable which is mandatory when any analog data is included in
the file. It indicates the measurement units for ADC variables.

Example:
$AdcUnits
millivolts

If this variable is not included in the file, analog units are assumed to be in volts.

$EmgUnits
$EmgUnits is a text variable which is used when any calibrated EMG data is
included in the file. It indicates the measurement units for EMG variables.

Example:
$EmgUnits
microvolts

$EmgElectrodeType
$EmgElectrodeType is a text variable which may be used when EMG data is
included in the file(!EMG).

Example:
$EmgElectrodeType
surface

$EmgPreProcessing
$EmgPreProcessing is a text variable which may be used when EMG data (!EMG) is
included in the file.

Example:
$EmgPreProcessing
rectified and filtered

$PATient
$PATient is a text variable which is mandatory when any patient data is included in
the file, unless the information is provided by other means.

If the data relates to a generalized experiment with no patient, for example to
determine the accuracy or calibration of the system, this variable need not be
included.

The format of the $PATient variable is:
$PATient
ref_code[[[[[,pathology],age],sex],height],weight]
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where:
, (comma) is a mandatory delimiter
ref_code is an alpha-numeric code uniquely identifying the patient within

the institution of the creator of the file (no commas)
pathology identifies patient pathology (standard list to be defined)
age is the patient's age (in years) at the date of the experiment(s)
sex is the patient's gender (m or f)
height is the patient's height (metres)
weight is the patient's weight (kilograms)

Example:
$PATient
736-414-TY9-Z,cerebral palsy,12,m,1.34,47

N.B. This is clearly not a complete list of patient information, either medical or
biomechanical. However, these items must always be included, if known. Other
information is included in this or other lexicons as separate variables, according to
the relevant protocol.

Scalar Variables

!KinematicSampleRate
!KinematicSampleRate is a scalar indicating the time sample rate in samples per
second of all kinematic data included in the file. It is mandatory if any kinematic
data is present. If the file contains data from more than one experiment, the rates of
all must be the same.

There is no default for this variable.

Example:
!KinematicSampleRate
200

!KinematicTimeOffset
!KinematicTimeOffset is a scalar, indicating the time offset in seconds between an
arbitrary start time and the start of kinematic data included in the file. If it is not
included in a file, it is taken to be equal to zero. It may be negative.

Example:
!KinematicTimeOffset
0.785

!KinematicDisplacementBandwidth
!KinematicDisplacementBandwidth is a scalar indicating the effective cut-off
frequency in Hertz of all kinematic displacement data included in the file. It is
mandatory if any displacement data has been filtered. If the file contains data from
more than one experiment, the bandwidth of all displacement data must be the same.

The default is that displacement data is unfiltered.

Example:
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!KinematicDisplacementBandwidth
85

!KinematicVelocityBandwidth
!KinematicVelocityBandwidth is a scalar indicating the effective cut-off frequency in
Hertz of all kinematic velocity data included in the file. It is mandatory if any
velocity data is present. If the file contains data from more than one experiment, the
bandwidth of all velocity data must be the same.

There is no default for this variable.

Example:
!KinematicVelocityBandwidth
35

!KinematicAccelerationBandwidth
!KinematicAccelerationBandwidth is a scalar variable indicating the effective cut-off
frequency in Hertz of all kinematic acceleration data included in the file. It is
mandatory if any acceleration data is present. If the file contains data from more than
one experiment, the bandwidth of all acceleration data must be the same.

There is no default for this variable.

Example:
!KinematicAccelerationBandwidth
15

!NumberofCameras
!NumberofCameras is an integer, scalar indicating the maximum number of cameras
used to collect the kinematic data included in the file. If the file contains data from
more than one experiment, the number of cameras must be the same.

Optoelectronic, or other, devices which are able to determine 3D coordinates from a
single instrument, should indicate 2 "cameras" per instrument.

Example:
!NumberofCameras
6

!AdcSampleRate
!AdcSampleRate is a scalar indicating the time sample rate in samples per second of
all unprocessed ADC data included in the file. It is mandatory if any unprocessed
ADC data is present. If the file contains ADC data from more than one experiment,
the rates of all must be the same.

Example:
!AdcSampleRate
1000
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!AdcBandWidth
!AdcBandWidth is a scalar indicating the effective cut-off frequency in Hertz of all
unprocessed ADC data included in the file. It is mandatory if ADC data has been
filtered before (anti-aliasing), or after, sampling.

If the file contains data from more than one experiment, the bandwidth of all ADC
data must be the same.

The default is that ADC data is unfiltered.

Example:
!AdcBandWidth
85

N.B. Certain analog variables, e.g. Ground Reaction Force, are generated from ADC
data by further processing. These variables may have a different bandwidth to that of
unprocessed ADC data.

!AdcRESolution
!AdcRESolution is an integer scalar, indicating the maximum number of bits in the
converter used to collect ADC data included in the file. If the file contains data from
more than one experiment, the number of bits of ADC resolution must be the same.

Example:
!AdcRESolution
12

!AdcTimeOffset
!AdcTimeOffset is a scalar, indicating the time offset in seconds between an arbitrary
start time and the start of ADC data included in the file. If it is not included in a file,
it is taken to be equal to zero. It may be negative.

Example:
!AdcTimeOffset
1.25

!EmgBandWidth
!EmgBandWidth is a scalar indicating the effective cut-off frequency in Hertz of any
processed EMG data included in the file. It is mandatory if EMG data has been
filtered before (anti-aliasing), or after, sampling.

If the file contains data from more than one experiment, the bandwidth of all ADC
data must be the same.

 The default is that EMG data is unfiltered.

Example:
!EmgBandWidth
30
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Vector Variables

!Trajectory-[2/3]-m[#n]
!Trajectory is a vector of unfiltered 2D or 3D kinematic displacement data for m
markers (technical or anatomical).

If the file contains data from more than one experiment, an integer suffix #n must be
appended to the variable name, indicating the number of the experiment. If only one
experiment is included, #n is normally omitted.

Example:
!Trajectory-3-15
<sample1 mkr1 X> <sample1 mkr1 Y> <sample1 mkr1 Z>
<sample1 mkr2 X> <sample1 mkr2 Y> <sample1 mkr2 Z>
<sample1 mkr3 X> <sample1 mkr3 Y> <sample1 mkr3 Z>
<sample1 mkr4 X> <sample1 mkr4 Y> <sample1 mkr4 Z>
. . .
<sample2 mkr1 X> <sample2 mkr1 Y> <sample2 mkr1 Z>
<sample2 mkr2 X> <sample2 mkr2 Y> <sample2 mkr2 Z>
<sample2 mkr3 X> <sample2 mkr3 Y> <sample2 mkr3 Z>
<sample2 mkr4 X> <sample2 mkr4 Y> <sample2 mkr4 Z>
. . .

!FilteredTrajectory-[2/3]-m[#n]
!FilteredTrajectory is a vector of filtered 2D or 3D kinematic displacement data for
m markers (technical or anatomical).

If the file contains data from more than one experiment, an integer suffix #n must be
appended to the variable name, indicating the number of the experiment. If only one
experiment is included, #n is normally omitted.

Example:
!FilteredTrajectory-2-15
<sample1 marker1 X> <sample1 marker1 Y>
<sample1 marker2 X> <sample1 marker2 Y>
<sample1 marker3 X> <sample1 marker3 Y>
<sample1 marker4 X> <sample1 marker4 Y>
. . .
<sample2 marker1 X> <sample2 marker1 Y>
<sample2 marker2 X> <sample2 marker2 Y>
<sample2 marker3 X> <sample2 marker3 Y>
<sample2 marker4 X> <sample2 marker4 Y>

!Velocity-[2/3]-m[#n]
!Velocity is a vector of kinematic 2D or 3D velocity data for m markers (technical or
anatomical).

If the file contains data from more than one experiment, an integer suffix #n must be
appended to the variable name, indicating the number of the experiment. If only one
experiment is included, #n is normally omitted.

Example:
!Velocity-3-15
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<sample1 mkr1 X> <sample1 mkr1 Y> <sample1 mkr1 Z>
<sample1 mkr2 X> <sample1 mkr2 Y> <sample1 mkr2 Z>
<sample1 mkr3 X> <sample1 mkr3 Y> <sample1 mkr3 Z>
<sample1 mkr4 X> <sample1 mkr4 Y> <sample1 mkr4 Z>
. . .
<sample2 mkr1 X> <sample2 mkr1 Y> <sample2 mkr1 Z>
<sample2 mkr2 X> <sample2 mkr2 Y> <sample2 mkr2 Z>
<sample2 mkr3 X> <sample2 mkr3 Y> <sample2 mkr3 Z>
<sample2 mkr4 X> <sample2 mkr4 Y> <sample2 mkr4 Z>
. . .

!Acceleration-[2/3]-m[#n]
!Acceleration is a vector of kinematic 2D or 3D acceleration data for m markers
(technical or anatomical).

If the file contains data from more than one experiment, an integer suffix #n must be
appended to the variable name, indicating the number of the experiment. If only one
experiment is included, #n is normally omitted.

Example:
!Acceleration-3-15
<sample1 mkr1 X> <sample1 mkr1 Y> <sample1 mkr1 Z>
<sample1 mkr2 X> <sample1 mkr2 Y> <sample1 mkr2 Z>
<sample1 mkr3 X> <sample1 mkr3 Y> <sample1 mkr3 Z>
<sample1 mkr4 X> <sample1 mkr4 Y> <sample1 mkr4 Z>
. . .
<sample2 mkr1 X> <sample2 mkr1 Y> <sample2 mkr1 Z>
<sample2 mkr2 X> <sample2 mkr2 Y> <sample2 mkr2 Z>
<sample2 mkr3 X> <sample2 mkr3 Y> <sample2 mkr3 Z>
<sample2 mkr4 X> <sample2 mkr4 Y> <sample2 mkr4 Z>
. . .

!AnyMarkerName-[2/3][#n]
!AnyMarkerName is an example of vector of kinematic 2D or 3D displacement data
for a named marker. Marker names must not use the same long or short form as any
other variable explicitly defined in the EXP lexicon.

If the file contains data from more than one experiment, an integer suffix #n must be
appended to the variable name, indicating the number of the experiment. If only one
experiment is included, #n is normally omitted.

Example:
!LeftLateralMalleolus-3
<sample 1X> <sample 1Y> <sample 1Z>
<sample 2X> <sample 2Y> <sample 2Z>
<sample 3X> <sample 3Y> <sample 3Z>
<sample 4X> <sample 4Y> <sample 4Z>
. . .

!ADCdata-m[#n]
!ADC is a vector of unprocessed analog voltage data for m input channels.
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If the file contains data from more than one experiment, an integer suffix #n must be
appended to the variable name, indicating the number of the experiment. If only one
experiment is included, #n is normally omitted.

Example:
!ADC-16
<samp1 ch1> <samp1 ch2> <samp1 ch3>...<samp1 ch16>
<samp2 ch1> <samp2 ch2> <samp2 ch3>...<samp2 ch16>
<samp3 ch1> <samp3 ch2> <samp3 ch3>...<samp3 ch16>
. . .

!ForcePlateCornersm-3
!ForcePlateCornersm is a vector of the locations, in laboratory coordinates, of the
four corners of the rectangular top surface of a force plate m. The order in which the
corners is given is determined by the local coordinate system of the plate {+X +Y, -
X +Y, -X -Y, +X -Y}, and can be used to calculate the transformation between
coordinate systems of the laboratory and the plate. The force plate number, m, must
be included, even if there is only one plate in use.

This vector is mandatory if either !GroundReactionm and/or !ForceVectorm
information is included in the file.

N.B. This variable does not provide any information about the internal construction
of the force plate, the reliable measurement area, or the location of the transducers.

Example:
!ForcePlateCorners1-3
-330   200   50
-730   200   50
-730  -400   50
-330  -400   50

!ForcePlateOriginm
!ForcePlateOriginm is a vector, in the local coordinate system of the force plate,
indicating the position of the mechanical origin of a force plate m, as defined by its
output signals. The vector is measured from the geometrical center of the four
corners of the rectangular top surface.

The force plate number, m, must be included, even if there is only one plate in use.

This vector is mandatory if either !GroundReactionm and/or !ForceVectorm
information is included in the file.

Example:
!ForcePlateOrigin1
-1   2.4   -22

!GroundReactionm-3-2[#n]
!GRm is one of two alternative ways in which force plate data can be recorded. It is a
vector of ground reaction force data for force plate m. The force plate number, m,
must be included, even if there is only one plate in use.

If the file contains data from more than one experiment, an integer suffix #n must be
appended to the variable name, indicating the number of the experiment. If only one
experiment is included, #n is normally omitted.
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!GRm comprises 3 components of force, and 3 components of moment, where;

•  Units of force are Newtons, directed along positive laboratory axes.

•  Units of moment are Newton-metres, measured about the geometric
center of !FPCm, directed along positive laboratory axes.

Example:
!GroundReaction1-3-2
855 344 2480 42 172 23
857 345 2465 42 173 23
859 344 2455 44 172 22
862 345 2450 45 173 22
. . .

!ForceVectorm-3-2[#n]
!FVm is one of two alternative ways in which force plate data can be recorded. It is a
vector of ground reaction force data for force plate m. The force plate number, m,
must be included, even if there is only one plate in use.

 If the file contains data from more than one experiment, an integer suffix #n must be
appended to the variable name, indicating the number of the experiment. If only one
experiment is included, #n is normally omitted.

!FVm comprises 3 components of force, 2 components of force vector intersection
with the plane of !FPCm, and 1 moment normal to plane of !FPCm., where;

•  Units of force are Newtons, directed along positive laboratory axes.

•  Units of intersection are metres, measured about the geometric center
of !FPCm, and directed along positive, horizontal laboratory axes.

•  Units of moment are Newton-metres, measured about the point of
intersection, and parallel to the positive, vertical laboratory axis.

Example:
!FV1-3-2
855 344 2480 -13 334 23
859 344 2455 -17 335 22
857 345 2465 -14 334 23
859 344 2455 -17 335 22
859 344 2455 -17 335 22
859 344 2455 -17 335 22
862 345 2450 -20 335 22
. . .
. . .

!EMG-m[#n], !FSW-m[#n], and !GON-m[#n]
!EMG, !FSW, and !GON are vectors of, respectively, unprocessed EMG, Footswitch,
and Goniometer data for m channels.

If the file contains data from more than one experiment, an integer suffix #n must be
appended to the variable name, indicating the number of the experiment. If only one
experiment is included, #n is normally omitted.

Example:
!EMG-8
<samp1 ch1> <samp1 ch2> <samp1 ch3>...<samp1 ch8>
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<samp2 ch1> <samp2 ch2> <samp2 ch3>...<samp2 ch8>
<samp3 ch1> <samp3 ch2> <samp3 ch3>...<samp3 ch8>
. . .
. . .

![Left/Right][segment_name]AnatomicalLandmarkl
andmark_name
ALlandmark_name is a vector giving the time invariant position of an anatomical
landmark with respect to the local coordinate system of the limb segment in which it
lies. An optional prefix segment_name (Pelvis, Thigh, Shank, Foot) may be used.

Using ALlandmark_name, the absolute position of an anatomical landmark may be
calculated from the movement of the absolute Origin (see section 5.12) and Attitude
(see section 5.13) of the local coordinate system.

The order of Cartesian components of this vector follows the CAMARC II default,
unless overridden by the text variable $AXeS.

A minimum valid set of landmarks for each segment is:

Short Name Long Name Segment
ASIS AnteriorSuperiorIliacSpine Pelvis
PSIS PosteriorSuperiorIliacSpine Pelvis
LE LateralEpicondyle Thigh
ME MedialEpicondyle Thigh
FH FemoralHead Thigh
LM LateralMalleolus Shank
MM MedialMalleolus Shank
HF HeadofFibula Shank
TT TibialTuberosity Shank
CA posteriorCAlcaneous Foot
FM FirstMetatarsalhead Foot
SM SecondMetatarsalhead Foot

Examples:
!RightShankAnatomicalLandmarkHeadofFibula
0.0 0.455 -0.0045
!RShankALTibialTuberosity
0.003 0.454   0.0
!RSALLateralMalleolus
0.0 0.0 -0.003
!RALMM
0.0 0.0   0.003

![Left|Right]segment_nameOrigin[Standing]-3
segment_nameOrigin is a vector, expressed in the laboratory coordinate system,
indicating the location of the origin of the local coordinate system of a body segment
at different sample times.

If the extension Standing is included, the subject is taken to be in his/her normal,
upright standing posture.
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Valid segment names are: Pelvis, Thigh, Shank, Foot.

The order of Cartesian components of this vector follows the CAMARC II default,
unless overridden by the text variable $AXeS.

Example:
!LeftThighOrigin-3
507.153 568.883 965.198
536.596 571.946 961.359
567.299 575.423 959.303
598.672 578.237 959.562
629.718 580.223 962.015
. . .

![Left|Right]segment_nameAttitude[Standing]-3-3
segment_nameAttitude is an attitude matrix of direction cosines, indicating the
orientation of the local coordinate system of a body segment with respect to the
laboratory coordinate system.

Valid segment names are: Pelvis, Thigh, Shank, Foot.

If the extension Standing is included, the subject is taken to be in his/her normal,
upright standing posture.

The order of direction cosines is:

L1s1, L1s2, L1s3, L2s1, L2s2, L2s3, L3s1, L3s2, L3s3

The order of Cartesian components follows the CAMARC II default, unless
overridden by the text variable $AXeS.

Example:
!RightThighAttitude-3-3
0.981 0.037 -0.188 -0.038 0.999 0.001 0.188  0.005 0.982
0.981 0.037 -0.188 -0.037 0.999 0.005 0.188  0.001 0.982
0.981 0.037 -0.185 -0.035 0.999 0.015 0.186 -0.009 0.982
0.983 0.033 -0.179 -0.028 0.999 0.028 0.180 -0.022 0.983
. . .
. . .

![Left/Right]WalkingEvents[n]
WalkingEvents is a vector indicating the time, in kinematic sample intervals, of the
main walking events; initial contact, toe off, and final contact, for a single gait cycle.

If more than one gait cycle is defined, the suffix n is used to indicate cycle number.
Cycles need not be consecutive.

Example:
!RightWalkingEvents
160 215 246
!LeftWalkingEvents
202 254 281
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The EXP 2.0 Lexicon

Version 2.0
This lexicon comprises a set of text and numeric variables for use in the storage
and/or transmission of kinematic and associated biomechanical data. Other lexicons
exist, or are under development, for:

•  processed gait analysis data,

•  patient pathology and disability records

All variables defined in this document conform to the CAMARC DST Syntax
Protocol (version 2.0) and CAMARC Standard Terms and Definitions.

Throughout this document the following conventions apply:

[ ] indicates optional items

. . . indicates more items may follow

, (comma) is a mandatory delimiter between items in a list.

Header
To conform with DST syntax, any file using the EXP lexicon must contain a first,
File Type line with the following general form:

#!DST[-DST ver #] EXP[-EXP ver #] date [creator info]
where:

-DST_ver_# identifies a DST version, currently -2.0
-EXP_ver_# identifies a EXP version, currently -2.0
date original creation date of this file, in format y m d
creator info is other creator information.

Example:
#!DST-2.0 EXP-2.0 1995 1 6 Milano

This identifies the file as conforming to the DST-2.0 protocol, the EXP-2.0
lexicon (this document), created on 6th January 1995 and to have the creator
code Milano.
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Text Variables
A number of text format experimental parameters which provide context for the
experimental data can be included in a file which uses the EXP lexicon.

The following elements are common to a number of text variables:

BandWidth indicates the effective cut-off frequency in Hertz; this should
only be present if data is processed

PROcessing describes how the data has been processed

TimeOffset indicates the time offset in seconds between an arbitrary start
time and the start of the data in the file; defaults to 0s

$EXPeriment
$EXPeriment is a text variable providing a brief description of the experiment.

The format of the $EXPeriment variable is:
$EXPeriment
[DATE: y m d],
[DESCription: free text],
[PROtocol: free text],
. . .

For example:
$EXPeriment
PROtocol:CAMARC Kinematic Test 4,DATE: 1994 12 31,
DEScription: office level fluorescent light

$AnalogInfo:channel_name
This is a collection of all available time-invariant information on the analog input
channel_name. If channel_name is not provided, this is a default section which
provides information for all channels (although this may be overridden for
specifically-named channels). If any time-dependent data is present for this channel,
SampleRate must be provided.

The format of the $AnalogInfo variable is:

$AnalogInfo: channel_name
[Bandwidth: bandwidth], ( Hz )
[DESCription: free text],
[PROcessing: filtertype],
[SampleRate: samplerate], ( samples per second )
[SENsor: sensortype],
[TimeOffset: timeoffset], ( s )
[Units: unitname],
. . .

where:
SENsor describes the type of sensor used to collect data (for

example, surface electrode)
Units defaults to Volts (V)
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For example:
$AnalogInfo:lFY
SampleRate: 250, DESC: Forceplate 1 Lateral Shear,
Units: mV

$ForcePlateInfo:forceplate_name
This is a collection of all available time-invariant information on the trajectory
trajectory_name. If trajectory_name is not provided, this is a default section which
provides information for all trajectories (although this may be overridden for
specifically-named trajectories). If any time-dependent data is present for a
trajectory, SampleRate must be provided.

The format of the $KinematicInfo variable is:
$KinematicInfo: trajectory_name
[Bandwidth: bandwidth], ( Hz )
[DESCription: free text],
[DisplacementUnits: unitname],
[MomentUnits: unitname],
[PROcessing: filtertype],
[SampleRate: samplerate],(samples per second)
[TimeOffset: timeoffset], ( s )

where:

DisplacementUnits defaults to metres (m)

MomentUnits  defaults to newton metres (N m)

For example:
$FPI:FP1
SR: 250, DU: mm, MU: N mm

$KinematicInfo:trajectory_name
This is a collection of all available time-invariant information on the trajectory
trajectory_name. If trajectory_name is not provided, this is a default section which
provides information for all trajectories (although this may be overridden for
specifically-named trajectories). If any time-dependent data is present for a
trajectory, SampleRate must be provided.

The format of the $KinematicInfo variable is:
$KinematicInfo: trajectory_name
[AccelerationBandWidth: bandwidth], (Hz)
[Bandwidth: bandwidth], (Hz)
[DESCription: free text],
[PROcessing: filtertype],
[SampleRate: samplerate], (samples per second)
[TimeOffset: timeoffset], (s)
[Units: unitname],
[VelocityBandWidth: bandwidth], (Hz)
. . .

where

Units defaults to metres (m)
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For example:
$KinematicInfo:SACR
SR: 50, DESC: Sacral Wand Marker, U: mm

$SwitchInfo:switch name
This is a collection of all available time-invariant information on the switch
switch_name. If switch_name is not provided, this is a default section which provides
information for all switches (although this may be overridden for specifically-named
switches). If any time-dependent data is present for a switch, SampleRate must be
provided.

The format of the $SwitchInfo variable is:
$SwitchInfo: switch_name
[DESCription: free text],
[SampleRate: samplerate],(samples per second)
[TimeOffset: timeoffset], (s)
. . .

For example:
$SI:LHEE
SampleRate: 100, DESCription: Left Heel Footswitch

$SUBject
$SUBject is a text variable providing brief details of the subject of the experiment.
This will often be patient information, but depending on the experiment it could be a
description of an animal, a robot, or a model car.

If the data relates to a generalised experiment with no subject, for example to
determine the accuracy or calibration of the system, this variable need not be
included.

The format of the $SUBject variable is:

$SUBject
[AGE: y],
[AID: walking aid],
[BirthDATE: y m d],
[DEPth: depth], (m)
[GENder: [f/m]],
[Height: height], (m)
[PAThology: WHO code],
[NOTEs: notes],
[RADius: radius], (m)
[REFerence: text],
[Weight: weight],
[WIDth: width], (m)

where:
AGE is the subject's age (in years) at the date of the experiment(s)
AID is the walking aid used (if any - standard list to be defined)
PAThology identifies patient pathology (using the WHO codes)
REFerence is a text reference identifying the subject
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Example:
$SUB
REF: 736-414-TY9-Z, AGE: 12, GEN: m, HT: 1.34,
WT: 47

N.B. This is clearly not a complete list of subject information, either medical or
biomechanical. However, if these items are to be included, these are the names they
should be known by.

Vector Variables

!UpwardAxis
!UpwardAxis is the three time-invariant direction cosines of the upward vertical axis
in laboratory coordinates. "Upward" in this context is a gravity-defined term,
determined by (for instance) a plumb-line.

If this variable is not present, the upward axis is assumed to be in the positive-Y
direction of the laboratory frame (0 1 0).

Example:
!UpwardAxis
0.5 0.86 0

!MotionAxis
!MotionAxis is the three time-invariant direction cosines of the approximate direction
of motion, in laboratory coordinates.

If this variable is not present, the motion axis is assumed to be unknown.

Example:
!MotionAxis
0 1 0

!Analog:analog_type:channel_name
!Analog:analog_type:channel_name is a vector of analog voltage data for the input
channel_name.

analog_type is an optional description of how the data is to be interpreted, two
common examples being EMG and GON (for Goniometer data). If it is omitted,
there must still be two colons before the channel name.

Example:
!Ana1og::1FY
0.550
0.733
0.367
0.183
0.183
0.773
0.916
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!Trajectory:label-[2/3]
!Trajectory is a vector of 2D or 3D kinematic displacement data for the trajectory
called label; this part of the variable name must not be omitted.

Example:
!T:LeftLateralMalleolus-3
<sample 1X> <sample 1Y> <sample 1Z>
<sample 2X> <sample 2Y> <sample 2Z>

!Velocity:label-[2/3]
!Velocity is a vector of kinematic 2D or 3D velocity data for the trajectory called
label; this part of the variable name must not be omitted.

Example:
!V:LeftLateralMalleolus-3
<sample 1X> <sample 1Y> <sample 1Z>
<sample 2X> <sample 2Y> <sample 2Z>
. . .

!Acceleration:label-[2/3]
!Acceleration is a vector of kinematic 2D or 3D acceleration data for the trajectory
called label; this part of the variable name must not be omitted.

Example:
!A:LeftLateralMalleolus-3
<sample 1X> <sample 1Y> <sample 1Z>
<sample 2X> <sample 2Y> <sample 2Z>

!ForcePlateCorners:label-3
!ForcePlateCorners:label is a vector of the locations, in laboratory coordinates, of
the four corners of the rectangular top surface of a force plate called label. The order
in which the corners is given is determined by the local coordinate system of the
plate { +X +Y, -X +Y, -X -Y, +X -Y}, and can be used to calculate the
transformation between coordinate systems of the laboratory and the plate. The force
plate name must be included, even if there is only one plate in use.

This vector is mandatory if either !GroundReaction:label and/or !ForceVector:label
information is included in the file.

N.B. This variable does not provide any information about the internal construction
of the force plate, the reliable measurement area, or the location of the transducers.

Example:
!FPC:FP1-3
-330  200 50
-730  200 50
-730 -400 50
-330 -400 50

!ForcePlateOrigin:label
!ForcePlateOrigin:label is a vector, in the local coordinate system of the force plate,
indicating the position of the mechanical origin of a force plate called label, as
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defined by its output signals. The vector is measured from the geometrical centre of
the four corners of the rectangular top surface.

The force plate name must be included, even if there is only one plate in use.

This vector is mandatory if either !GroundReaction:label and/or !ForceVector:label
information is included in the file.

Example:
!FPO:FP1
0   0   4

!GroundReaction:label-3-2
!GroundReaction:label is one of two alternative ways in which force plate data can
be recorded. It is a vector of ground reaction force data for force plate label. The
force plate name must be included, even if there is only one plate in use.

!GroundReaction:label comprises 3 components of force, and 3 components of
moment, where;

•  Units of force are defined by ForceUnits in $ForcePlateInfo:label
(defaulting to Newtons), directed along positive laboratory axes.

•  Units of moment are defined by MomentUnits in $ForcePlateInfo:label
(defaulting to Newton-metres), measured about the geometric centre of
!FPCm, directed along positive laboratory axes.

Example:

!GR:FP1-3-2
855 344 2480 42 172 23
857 345 2465 42 173 23
859 344 2455 44 172 22
862 345 2450 45 173 22
. . .

!ForceVector:label-3-2
!ForceVector:label is one of two alternative ways in which force plate data can be
recorded. It is a vector of ground reaction force data for force plate label. The force
plate name must be included, even if there is only one plate in use.

!ForceVector:label comprises 3 components of force, 2 components of force vector
intersection with the plane of !FPC:label, and 1 moment normal to plane of
!FPC:label, where;

•  Units of force are defined by ForceUnits in $ForcePlateInfo:label
(defaulting to Newtons), directed along positive laboratory axes.

•  Units of intersection are defined by DisplacementUnits in
$ForcePlateInfo:label (defaulting to metres), measured about the
geometric centre of !FPCm, and directed along positive, horizontal
laboratory axes.

•  Units of moment are defined by MomentUnits in $ForcePlateInfo:label
(defaulting to Newton-metres), measured about the point of
intersection, and parallel to the positive, vertical laboratory axis.
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Example:
!FV : FP 1 - 3 - 2
855 344 2480 -13 334 23
857 345 2465 -14 334 23
859 344 2455 -17 335 22
862 345 2450 -20 335 22
. . .

!Switch:switch_name
!Switch:switch_name is a vector of Boolean data for the switch switch_name.

Example:
!Switch::LHEE
0
0
0
0
1
1
. . .
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The GCD Lexicon

Version 1.0
This lexicon comprises a set of text and numeric variables for use in the storage
and/or transmission of processed gait analysis data. Other lexicons exist, or are under
development, for:

•  experimental biomechanical data,

•  patient pathology and disability records

The underlying characteristic of all time-sampled data contained in a GCD file is that
the sample timebase is normalized to the duration of one gait cycle, starting with
Initial Contact and ending with the subsequent Initial Contact. This provides the
great advantage that values on the same timebase sample can be compared and/or
averaged between different GCD files for different experiments. The cycle duration,
or StrideTime, is always included, allowing the timebase to be de-normalized.

The number of timebase samples included in one gait cycle is not fixed and may
change from one variable to another. For example, raw EMG generally requires
higher temporal resolution than joint angles. A default for the number of samples is
defined for each variable.

Where bilateral data is included in a GCD file, it will normally, but not necessarily,
correspond to the gait cycles for a pair of overlapping strides, normalized separately.

All variables defined in this document conform to the CAMARC DST Syntax
Protocol and CAMARC Standard Terms and Definitions.

Header
To conform with DST syntax, any file using the EXP lexicon must contain a first,
File Type line with the following general form:

#!DST[-DST_ver_#] GCD[-GCD_ver_#][ date][ creator info]
where:

[ ] indicates optional items
-DST_ver_# identifies a DST version, currently -1.0
-GCD_ver_# identifies a GCD version, currently -1.0
date original creation date of this file, in format dd/mm/yy
creator info is other creator information.
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Example:
#!DST-1.0 GCD-1.0 1/7/93 Oxford

This identifies the file as conforming to the DST-1.0 protocol, the GCD-1.0
lexicon (this document), created on 1st July 1993, and to have the creator code
Oxford.

Text Variables
A number of text format experimental parameters which provide context for the
experimental data can be included in a file which uses the GCD lexicon.

Some parameters are mandatory - always required for the correct processing of the
file - although there are defined defaults for any mandatory parameter which is
omitted.

$PATient
$PATient is a text variable which is mandatory when any patient data is included in
the file, unless the information is provided by other means.

If the data relates to a generalized experiment with no patient, for example to
determine the accuracy or calibration of the system, this variable need not be
included.

The format of the $PATient variable is:
$PATient
ref_code[[[[[,pathology],age],sex],height],weight]

where:
, (comma) is a mandatory delimiter
ref_code is an alpha-numeric code uniquely identifying the patient

within the institution of the creator of the file (no commas)
pathology identifies patient pathology (standard list to be defined)
age is the patient's age (in years) at the date of the experiment(s)
sex is the patient's gender (m or f)
height is the patient's height (metres)
weight is the patient's weight (kilograms)

Example:
$PATient
736-414-TY9-Z,cerebral palsy,12,m,1.34,47

N.B. This is clearly not a complete list of patient information, either medical or
biomechanical. However, these items should always be included, if known. Other
information is included in this or other lexicons as separate variables, according to
the relevant protocol.

$MODel
A mandatory identification or description of the kinematic and dynamic models used
for the calculation of the variables in the file. The use of this identification allows
many of the variable definitions to be greatly simplified.

Example:
$MOD
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VICON Clinical Manger Version 1.06

$KinematicUnits
$KinematicUnits is a text variable which is mandatory when any kinematic data
involving displacement is included in the file. It indicates the unit of displacement
for all kinematic variables.

Example:
$KU
mm

If this variable is not included in the file, kinematic units are assumed to be in
metres.

$AXeS
$AXeS is a mandatory text variable, indicating the order of laboratory axes used in
the file. Twelve alternative right-handed Cartesian sets of laboratory axes are
possible, with one horizontal axis nominally parallel to the direction of progression,
and one axis positively vertical.

Anterior-Left-Vertical1 Anterior-Vertical-Right3*  Vertical-Anterior-Left5

Right-Anterior-Vertical2 Left-Vertical-Anterior4  Vertical-Left-Posterior6

Left-Posterior-Vertical2 Right-Vertical-Posterior4  Vertical-Posterior-Right5

Posterior-Right-Vertical1 Posterior-Vertical-Left3  Vertical-Right-Anterior6

Many laboratories operate bi-directionally, so that "anterior" and posterior"
laboratory directions are interchangeable. This results in the 6 pairs of equivalent
axis sets, as indicated.

If data from more than one experiment is included in an EXP file, the indicated axis
set, or its pair, must be used throughout.

Example:
$AXS
ALV

CAMARC II standard Terms and Definitions select the set AVR (indicated *) as
default. If the $AXeS variable is omitted, the default AVR should be assumed.

$MomentReferenceSystem
A text variable indicating whether intersegmental couple or moment vectors are
expressed in the coordinate system of the limb segment proximal to the joint, distal
to the joint, or in an absolute coordinate system.

Example:
$MRS
proximal
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Scalar Variables

![Left|Right]StrideTime
Duration of gait cycle, in seconds - also known as Gait Cycle Time. As many other
GCD variables (see below) are stored in units of % Gait Cycle or have timebases
normalized to Gait Cycle Time, this variable can be used to de-normalize these
variables or timebases back into seconds.

Example:
!LST
1.1

![Left|Right]Cadence
Walking rate in strides per second - inverse of !StrideTime. Units chosen so that
cadence in steps per minute can always be calculated (Cadence*120), even from
unilateral trials.

N.B. Left and Right Cadences may differ.

Example:
!RC
0.92

![Left|Right]StrideLength
Distance, in metres, moved in direction of walking by a reference point on the
forefoot during the Gait Cycle.

Units may be modified by the text variable $KinematicUnits.

Example:
!RSL
1.40

![Left|Right]StePTime
Time from the instant of opposite foot contact to the instant of ipselateral foot
contact in % Gait Cycle.

Example:
!LSPT
50

![Left|Right]StePLength
Distance, in metres, in the direction of walking between a reference point on the
opposite foot at opposite foot contact and the equivalent reference point on the
ipselateral foot at foot contact.

Units may be modified by the text variable $KinematicUnits.

Example:
!RSPL
0.723
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![Left|Right]FootOff
Instant of foot off in % Gait Cycle.

Example:
!LFO
65

![Left|Right]OppositeFootContact
Instant of opposite foot contact in % Gait Cycle.

Example:
!ROFC
51

![Left|Right]OppositeFootOff
Instant of opposite foot off in % Gait Cycle.

Example:
!LOFO
16

![Left|Right]SingleSupport
Time spent on one foot only in % Gait Cycle.

Example:
SS
34

![Left|Right]DoubleSupport
Total time spent on both feet in % Gait Cycle. There are two periods of double
support, at the start and end of the Stance Phase.

Example:
!LeftDoubleSupport
29

Vector Variables

![Left|Right]PelvisOrigin-3
A vector, expressed in the laboratory coordinate system, indicating location of the
origin of the local coordinate system of the pelvis at different sample times, using the
kinematic model identified by text variable $MODel.

The order of Cartesian components of this vector follows the CAMARC II default,
unless overridden by the text variable $AXeS. The timebase default is 51 samples of
2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!PO-3
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507.153 568.883 965.198
536.596 571.946 961.359
567.299 575.423 959.303
598.672 578.237 959.562
629.718 580.223 962.015
. . .

![Left|Right]PelvisAttitude-3-3
An attitude matrix of direction cosines, indicating the orientation of the local
coordinate system of the pelvis with respect to the laboratory coordinate system,
using the kinematic model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The order of direction cosines is:

L1P1, L1P2, L1P3, L2P1, L2P2, L2P3, L3P1, L3P2, L3P3

The order of Cartesian components follows the CAMARC II default, unless
overridden by the text variable $AXeS. The timebase default is 51 samples of 2%
through the gait cycle.

Example:
!PA-3-3
0.981 0.037 -0.188 -0.038 0.999 0.001 0.188  0.005 0.982
0.981 0.037 -0.188 -0.037 0.999 0.005 0.188  0.001 0.982
0.981 0.037 -0.185 -0.035 0.999 0.015 0.186 -0.009 0.982
0.983 0.033 -0.179 -0.028 0.999 0.028 0.180 -0.022 0.983
. . .

![Left|Right]PelvicTilt
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to anterior tilting of the pelvis about a lateral
horizontal axis, calculated using the model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!PT
10.838
10.870
10.738
10.407
9.873
. . .

![Left|Right]PelvicObliquity
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to rotation of the pelvis about an anterior
horizontal axis, calculated using the model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!RPO
-0.287
0.029
0.670
1.483
2.270
. . .
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![Left|Right]PelvicRotation
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to rotation of the pelvis about a vertical axis,
calculated using the model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LPR
-1.454
-0.889
-0.179
0.270
0.186
. . .

![Left|Right]HipJointCentre-3
A vector, expressed in the laboratory coordinate system, indicating location of the
center of the acetabulum at different sample times, using the kinematic model
identified by text variable $MODel.

The order of Cartesian components of this vector follows the CAMARC II default,
unless overridden by the text variable $AXeS. The timebase default is 51 samples of
2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LHJC-3
435.443 643.454 864.405
464.857 647.426 860.923
495.969 652.431 859.467
528.416 656.679 860.309
561.085 659.591 863.096
. . .

![Left|Right]ThighAttitude-3-3
An attitude matrix of direction cosines, indicating the orientation of the local
coordinate system of the thigh with respect to the laboratory coordinate system,
using the kinematic model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The order of direction cosines is:

L1T1, L1T2, L1T3, L2T1, L2T2, L2T3, L3T1, L3T2, L3T3

The order of Cartesian components follows the CAMARC II default, unless
overridden by the text variable $AXeS. The timebase default is 51 samples of 2%
through the gait cycle.

Example:
!TA-3-3
0.895 0.246 0.369 -0.235 0.968 -0.075 -0.376 -0.019 0.926
0.892 0.245 0.378 -0.227 0.969 -0.091 -0.388 -0.004  0.921
0.905 0.185 0.382 -0.165 0.982 -0.086 -0.391  0.015 0.920
0.920 0.110 0.375 -0.090 0.993 -0.070 -0.380  0.030 0.924
0.923 0.080 0.374 -0.061 0.996 -0.063 -0.378  0.036 0.924
. . .
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![Left|Right]HipFlexExt
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to flexion of the hip, calculated using the model
identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!RHFE
33.598
34.296
33.994
32.939
32.412
. . .

![Left|Right]HipAbAdduct
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to abduction of the hip, calculated using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!RHAA
-0.353
0.927
2.519
3.760
4.458
. . .

![Left|Right]HipRotation
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to external rotation of the hip, calculated using
the model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!HR
-9.960
-9.180
-5.526
-2.189
-1.804
. . .

![Left|Right]KneeJointCentre-3
 A vector, expressed in the laboratory coordinate system, indicating location of the
center of the knee joint at different sample times, using the kinematic model
identified by text variable $MODel.

The order of Cartesian components of this vector follows the CAMARC II default,
unless overridden by the text variable $AXeS. The timebase default is 51 samples,
corresponding to 2% steps through the gait cycle.

Example:
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!LKJC-3
582.603 651.064 502.257
616.651 649.083 501.418
648.253 646.338 501.560
675.794 644.914 502.727
706.768 645.690 506.865
. . .

![Left|Right]ShankAttitude-3-3
An attitude matrix of direction cosines, indicating the orientation of the local
coordinate system of the shank with respect to the laboratory coordinate system,
using the kinematic model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The order of direction cosines is:

L1S1, L1S2, L1S3, L2S1, L2S2, L2S3, L3S1, L3S2, L3S3

The order of Cartesian components follows the CAMARC II default, unless
overridden by the text variable $AXeS. The timebase default is 51 samples,
corresponding to 2% steps through the gait cycle.

Example:
!SA-3-3
0.711 0.639 0.292 -0.596 0.768 -0.231 -0.372 -0.010 0.927
0.724 0.636 0.264 -0.597 0.771 -0.220 -0.344  0.001 0.938
0.769 0.592 0.237 -0.561 0.805 -0.189 -0.303  0.012 0.952
0.838 0.500 0.214 -0.478 0.865 -0.147 -0.258  0.021 0.965
0.888 0.427 0.166 -0.414 0.903 -0.106 -0.195  0.025 0.980
. . .

![Left|Right]KneeFlexExt
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to flexion of the knee, calculated using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LKFE
0.335
3.000
5.281
7.531
11.563
. . .

![Left|Right]KneeValgVar
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to abduction of the knee, calculated using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!RKVV
1.843
1.044
0.522
0.597
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0.638
. . .

![Left|Right]KneeRotation
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to rotation of the knee, calculated using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!KR
-6.557
-6.717
-6.783
-4.341
-1.686
. . .

![Left|Right]AnkleJointCentre-3
A vector, expressed in the laboratory coordinate system, indicating location of the
center of the ankle joint center at different sample times, using the kinematic model
identified by text variable $MODel.

The order of Cartesian components of this vector follows the CAMARC II default,
unless overridden by the text variable $AXeS. The timebase default is 51 samples of
2% steps through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LAJC-3
740.230 655.363 109.844
761.915 648.285 105.283
776.258 641.018 99.853
785.008 636.037 95.376
789.410 634.870 92.502
. . .

![Left|Right]FootAttitude-3-3
An attitude matrix of direction cosines, indicating the orientation of the local
coordinate system of the foot with respect to the laboratory coordinate system, using
the kinematic model identified by the text variable $MODel.

 The order of direction cosines is:

L1F1, L1F2, L1F3, L2F1, L2F2, L2F3, L3F1, L3F2, L3F3

The order of Cartesian components follows the CAMARC II default, unless
overridden by the text variable $AXeS. The timebase default is 51 samples of 2%
steps through the gait cycle.

Example:
!FA-3-3
0.880 0.308 0.359 -0.289 0.951 -0.105 -0.374 -0.011 0.927
0.889 0.316 0.328 -0.296 0.948 -0.109 -0.346  0.000 0.938
0.910 0.317 0.263 -0.297 0.947 -0.114 -0.286  0.025 0.957
0.930 0.305 0.200 -0.289 0.951 -0.107 -0.223  0.041 0.973
0.946 0.288 0.146 -0.278 0.956 -0.085 -0.165  0.040 0.985
. . .
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![Left|Right]DorsiPlanFlex
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to dorsiflexion of the ankle, calculated using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LDPF
1.807
1.493
0.032
-0.655
. . .

![Left|Right]FootAbAdduction
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to abduction of the ankle, calculated using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LDPF
1.807
1.493
0.032
-0.655
. . .

![Left|Right]FootRotation
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to external rotation of the ankle, calculated
using the model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LFR
 8.017
4.931
3.002
5.65
. . .

![Left|Right]FootProgression
The angle, in degrees, corresponding to rotation of the foot about a vertical axis,
calculated using the model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LFR
-18.172
-18.692
-18.564
-17.632
-16.434
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. . .

![Left|Right]HipFlexExtMoment
Flexion component of resultant intersegmental moment, calculated at the hip joint
center using the model identified by the text variable $MODel, in the segment
indicated by GCD variable $MomentReferenceSystem.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!HFEM
0.359
0.834
0.796
0.502
0.560
. . .

![Left|Right]HipAbAdductMoment
Abduction component of resultant intersegmental moment, calculated at the hip joint
center using the model identified by the text variable $MODel, in the segment
indicated by GCD variable $MomentReferenceSystem.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LHAAM
-0.163
0.099
0.078
0.145
0.370
. . .

![Left|Right]HipRotationMoment
Rotation component of resultant intersegmental moment, calculated at the hip joint
center using the model identified by the text variable $MODel, in the segment
indicated by GCD variable $MomentReferenceSystem.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!RHRM
-0.011
-0.018
-0.012
-0.024
-0.044
. . .
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![Left|Right]KneeFlexExtMoment
Flexion component of resultant intersegmental moment, calculated at the knee joint
center using the model identified by the text variable $MODel, in the segment
indicated by GCD variable $MomentReferenceSystem.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LKFEM
-0.304
-0.294
-0.262
-0.184
0.035
. . .

![Left|Right]KneeValgVarMoment
Abduction component of resultant intersegmental moment, calculated at the knee
joint center using the model identified by the text variable $MODel, in the segment
indicated by GCD variable $MomentReferenceSystem.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!RKVVM
0.130
0.221
0.155
0.169
0.212
. . .

![Left|Right]KneeRotationMoment
Rotation component of resultant intersegmental moment, calculated at the knee joint
center using the model identified by the text variable $MODel, in the segment
indicated by GCD variable $MomentReferenceSystem.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
 !KRM
-0.000
-0.008
-0.008
-0.011
-0.001
. . .

![Left|Right]DorsiPlanFlexMoment
Dorsiflexion component of resultant intersegmental moment, calculated at the ankle
joint center using the model identified by the text variable $MODel, in the segment
indicated by GCD variable $MomentReferenceSystem.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.
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Example:
!RDPFM
0.015
-0.047
-0.146
-0.179
-0.138
. . .

![Left|Right]FootAbAdductMoment
Abduction component of resultant intersegmental moment, calculated at the ankle
joint center using the model identified by the text variable $MODel, in the segment
indicated by GCD variable $MomentReferenceSystem.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LFAAM
0.013
0.013
0.011
0.011
0.004
. . .

![Left|Right]FootRotationMoment
Rotation component of resultant intersegmental moment, calculated at the ankle joint
center using the model identified by the text variable $MODel, in the segment
indicated by GCD variable $MomentReferenceSystem.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!FRM
-0.001
-0.008
-0.008
-0.011
-0.001
. . .

![Left|Right]HipPower
Total power generated due to hip joint rotation, using the model identified by the text
variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LHP
0.017
0.006
0.518
0.280
0.130
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. . .

![Left|Right]HipFlexExtPower
Flexion component of total power generated due to hip joint rotation, using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!RHFEP
-0.106
0.091
0.566
0.345
0.295
. . .

![Left|Right]HipAbAdductPower
Abduction component of total power generated due to hip joint rotation, using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!HAAP
0.132
-0.113
-0.079
-0.096
-0.152
. . .

![Left|Right]HipRotationPower
Rotation component of total power generated due to hip joint rotation, using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LHRP
-0.008
 0.028
0.031
0.031
-0.012
. . .

![Left|Right]KneePower
Total power generated due to knee joint rotation, using the model identified by the
text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
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!RKP
0.363
0.674
0.490
0.540
0.130
. . .

![Left|Right]KneeFlexExtPower
Flexion component of total power generated due to knee joint rotation, using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LKFEP
0.264
0.402
0.360
0.384
-0.100
. . .

![Left|Right]KneeValgVarPower
Abduction component of total power generated due to knee joint rotation, using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!KVVP
0.098
0.272
0.123
0.134
0.228
. . .

![Left|Right]KneeRotationPower
Rotation component of total power generated due to knee joint rotation, using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LKRP
0.000
-0.001
0.006
0.020
0.002
. . .
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![Left|Right]AnklePower
Total power generated due to ankle joint rotation, using the model identified by the
text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LAP
-0.002
-0.049
-0.149
-0.036
0.114
. . .

![Left|Right]DorsiPlanFlexPower
Dorsiflexion component of total power generated due to ankle joint rotation, using
the model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!RDPFP
-0.004
-0.031
-0.119
-0.001
0.116
. . .

![Left|Right]AnkleAbAdductPower
Abduction component of total power generated due to ankle joint rotation, using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!AAAP
0.001
-0.001
-0.001
0.000
0.000
. . .

![Left|Right]AnkleRotationPower
Rotation component of total power generated due to ankle joint rotation, using the
model identified by the text variable $MODel.

The timebase default is 51 samples of 2% through the gait cycle.

Example:
!LARP
0.000
-0.016
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-0.028
-0.035
-0.002
. . .
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The PGD Lexicon

Introduction
This illustrates a lexicon that uses the CAMARC DST (Data Storage and Transfer)
syntax proposed for the storage and the exchange of data files between CAMARC II
laboratories (Paul and Morris, 1992; Morris, 1994). The lexicon is given the acronym
PGD, Pre-processed Gait Data. The content of this chapter is taken from a
CAMARC II internal report (Cappozo and Della Croce, 1994).

The PGD lexicon deals with data concerning the description of the 3-D position and
orientation of the pelvis and lower limb bones, of ground reaction forces, and body
segment inertia parameters in the perspective of lower limb joint kinematics and
dynamics description during one cycle of level walking as well as negotiating stairs
or slopes. Temporal/distance characteristics of the trial are also given. EMG data
may also be included.

Each laboratory must be free to use its accustomed experimental protocol of choice,
presumably chosen as the most practical for both the population of subjects the
laboratory usually deals with and the specific equipment used. However, for both
scientific and practical reasons the results of the tests must be provided in a standard
form. This unavoidably entails a pre-processing of the measured data. It is important
to realize that this pre-processing must not imply a commitment to one description of
joint kinematics and dynamics. This could be changed at any time. In addition, data
collected in the past may be presented in this standard form and therefore contribute
to knowledge, and to an updated data bank

The format for pre-processed data illustrated here is therefore made compatible with
most experimental protocols and allows for the use of the same data processing
methodology, that is the same application software. This means that end result
presentation may be the same irrespective of the specific experimental technique
used (marker placement, for instance) and, therefore, direct comparisons may be
possible. It should also be noted that this data format embodies the specific
experimental protocol used and that this may be unknown to the remote user. In fact,
the PGD lexicon makes the kinematic variables of each body segment readable
without involving knowledge on the specific set up of the laboratory which has
produced them.

The description of the position and orientation of body segments is based on the
concepts of technical frames (constructed using technical marker clusters) and
anatomical landmark local coordinates. These latter parameters are determined using
anatomical landmark calibration techniques which are typical of each experimental
protocol. The anatomical landmarks the local coordinates of which must be provided
are defined in Cappozzo et al. (1995) and Benedetti et al., (1994). Technical frame
position and orientation and anatomical landmark parameters allow the calculation of
position and orientation of anatomical frames as defined in Cappozzo et al. (1995).
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As they are based on ASCII code, DST files require a great deal of memory. Thus,
an attempt to make the data as compact as possible was made. For instance, the PGD
lexicon reduces the redundancies intrinsic in the marker coordinates and/or in the
direction cosines of the orientation matrices of the technical frames by using the
position and orientation vectors (Spoor and Veldpaus; l980).

General structure

File Header and Sections
A DST file consists of a File Header, which contains information concerning the
DST lexicon and other general parameters, and a set of sections which are of the
following type:

Text sections Contain general information concerning the patient, the experiment,
and the experimental set up

Numeric sections Contain numeric data

Each section consists of a section header followed by lines containing data.  The
Section Header has the following general structure:

#ABC { item1} { item2 } –d1 -d2, n l, n2, n3
where:
# section type identifier - one character
ABC section name - three characters
{item1 } first specifier - one character (when relevant)
{item2} second specifier - two to five characters (when relevant)
dl data vector dimensions (in numeric sections only and when greater

than one)
d2 number of data vectors per line (in numeric sections only and when

greater than one)
n 1 number of data lines (in numeric sections and for time variant data

only)
n2 sampling interval (in numeric sections and for time variant data

only)
n3 time origin offset - see below for details (in numeric sections and

for time variant data only)

Identifiers and Delimiters

File Header and Section identifiers.
#! File Header
$ Text Section
! Numeric Section

Parameter and data type identifiers,
[ ] optional item or items
{ } text section parameter/data which can only assume one of the

values in a list
( ) text section parameter/data which can assume any value
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 - in a numeric section precedes vector dimensions
no identifier is required for numeric section parameter/data

Parameter and data delimiters:
, is the delimiter of parameters in the file header and in the section

headers, and is the delimiter of data in text sections; this is
mandatory also when delimiting a non-reported optional data

TAB or SPACE delimits data in numeric sections.

Notes

•  Avoid using SPACE or TAB when not required as a delimiter

•  Lower-case or capital letters are equivalent

•  Line length in the file must not exceed 80 characters

Header
#!DST....PGD
This section is mandatory in every PGD file and must be the first line in the file.  The
header line has the following format:

#!DST-dst_ver_#,PGD-pgd_ver_#,d,m,y, { code},[(creator)]
where:
dst_ver_# identifies a DST version
pgd_ver_# identifies a PGD version
d indicates day of original creation date
m indicates month of original creation date
y indicates year of original creation date
{code} indicates the creator code (see Table 1 in the Appendix for

permissible codes)
(creator) indicates the creator name.

Example:
#!DST-l.l,PGD-1.1,1,3,94,A0lF,UNIVERSITY OF ROME

Comment

$COMment
This text section is optional and contains any comment the creator may consider
useful to the remote user for a better appreciation of the data.  In addition it may
contain information concerning variables the actual value of which is not reported in
a standardized selection list and indicated in this list as "other".

The format of this section is:
$COM
(comment)

where (comment) is an alphanumeric string of any length.
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Trial And Patient Characteristics
Task parameters: These relate to the type of locomotor act involved and the
subjectively assessed speed of progression. When negotiating stairs, tread and rise
are given. For other gaits the geometry of the walk-path may be derived from the
section dealing with the walkpath axes (!WPA).

Subject parameters: These provide an identification for the subject and his/her
pathology in addition to basic anthropometric measures and age and sex

$LOComotoract
This text section is mandatory and describes the type of walking gait performed by
the subject.  The format of this section is:

$LOC
{ gait }, t speed }, ( footwear } [,rise,tread]

where:
{gait} is an alphanumeric variable which identifies the locomotor act and

can assume one of the values in Table 2.
{speed} identifies the subjective assessment of walking speed and can

assume one of the values listed in Table 3.
{footwear} identifies weather shod or barefoot and the type of footwear and can

assume one of the values given in Table 4 (if not in this list see
$COM).

rise the height of each step, when relevant
tread the depth of each step, when relevant.

(see below for units of measurement)

Example:
$60C
ur,nr,lh

$PATient
This section is mandatory.  The format of this section is:

$PAT
(ref_code),{patho},age,{sex},stature,body_mass,{ aid}
where:
(ref_code) is an alphanumeric string uniquely identifying the patient within the

institution of the creator of the file (no commas permitted)
{patho} identifies a patient pathology (see Table 5 for standard selection list)
age is the patient's age (in years) at the date of the experiment
{sex} is the patient's gender (see selection list in Table 6)
stature is the patient's stature
body_mass is the patient's body mass
{aid} indicates the use of a walking aid and can assume one of the values

in Table 7.

If the patient wears a prosthesis or an orthosis, then relevant details must be included
in the section $COM.

Example:
$ PAT
354-232-RX4-W,cp,12,m,1340,41,no
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Measurement Units
In these sections the unit of measurement used to report data, and different from SI
units, are specified. However, the use, whenever applicable, of SI units (default) is
strongly recommended

$TImeUnit
This text section is mandatory (default value possible) and indicates the unit of
measurement used for time.  The format of this section is:

$TIU
{unit}
where:
{ unit} is the time unit of measurement (see Table 8)

Default: if this section is not included in the file, the time unit is assumed to be given
in the SI system (seconds).

Example:
$TIU
ms

$KInematiclJnit
This is a mandatory text section (default value possible).  It indicates the unit of
measurement used for linear kinematic and geometric data.  The format is:

$KIU{kquantity}
{kunit}

where:
{kquantity} indicates the quantity and can assume one of the values in Table 9
{kunit} is the measurement unit among those indicated in the relevant list:

if {kquantity} = L then see Table l0A
if {kquantity} = A then see Table l lA

Default: If this section is not included in the file, these units are assumed to he given
in the SI system (meter and radian).

Example:
$KIUL
mm
$KIUA
deg

(The linear and angular units used in the examples showed below are millimeters and
degrees respectively)

$DYnamicUnits
This section is mandatory  if ground reaction data are provided (default values
possible) and indicates the unit of measurement used for forces and moments of
force.  The format is:

$DYU{dquantity}
{dunit}
where:
{dquantity} indicates the quantity and can assume one of the values in Table 12.
{dunit} is the measurement unit among those indicated in this relevant list:
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if {dquantity} = F then see Table 13
if { dquantity} = M then see Table 14

Default: if this section is not included in the file, dynamic units are assumed to be
given in the SI system (N. N.m respectively).

Example:
$DYUF
kN
$DYUM
kN.m

(In the examples given below the default units are used)

$INertiaUnits
This text section is mandatory  if ground reaction data are provided (default values
possible).  It indicates the unit of measurement used for masses and moments of
inertia.  The format is:

$INU{iquantity}
{iunit}
where:
{iquantity} indicates the mass or the moment of inertia and can assume one of

the values listed in Table 15.
{iunit} is the measurement unit among those indicated in the relevant list:

if {quantity} = M then see Table 16
if {quantity} = I then see Table 17

Default: if these variables are not included in the file, these units are assumed to be
given in the SI system (kg, kg m2 respectively).

Example:
$INUM
g
$INUI
gcm^2

(In the examples given below the default units are used)

$EMgUnits
This text section is mandatory if EMG data is provided.  The section indicates the
unit of measurement used for EMG data processed using the indicated method.  The
format is:

$EMU
{ emgunit }
where:
{emgunit} is the relevant measurement unit and can assume one of the values

indicated in Appendix A (Table 19).

Example:
$EMU
mV
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Measurement Error Parameters
These parameters result from an experiment which must be carried out at the
beginning of each experimental session. This is a test aimed at the assessment of the
accuracy, and precision which affect the reconstruction of the 3-D position of a
target point with respect to the walk-path frame. Details concerning this experiment,
which is alluded to as MAL test (Motion Analysis Laboratory test), and the
calculation of relevant parameters are provided in Chapter 2.

!OPtometricErrors
This numeric section is optional and contains the accuracy and precision measures of
the stereometric setup.  The format is

!OPE-w-v
bx  by  bz  sx  sy  sz
where:
w is the number of components of each vector
v is the number of vectors
bx  by  bz are measures of the accuracy for each walk path frame coordinate

(TAB or SPACE delimited).
sx  sy  sz are measures of precision for each vale path frame coordinate (TAB

or SPACE delimited).

Example:
!OP E-3-2
3  10  8  1.3  0.4  0. 1

Global Systems Of Axes
Laboratory axes: this is the frame with respect to which all positional data are

given; it is arbitrarily chosen; it usually coincides with the photogrammetric
calibration object system of axes. No information needed.

Walk-path axes: this is a frame which indicates the direction of progression and
position and orientation of the floor with respect to the laboratory axes. It
provides an overall description of the motor task assigned to the subject.
X Coincides with the walking direction assigned to the subject and

points anteriorly,
Y is orthogonal to the floor and points up-wards,
Z goes from left to right,
O the origin must lie on the floor and on the mid sagittal plane

assigned to the subject.

Information on these axes needs to be provided

Plumb line: this is the gravity line and points upwards. If the Y axis of the
Walk-path frame is not vertical, then relevant information is mandatory.

Force plate axes: this is the frame embedded in the force plate and with respect to
which the relevant calibration matrix is provided. Relevant information is
mandatory when ground reactions are reported. The positional relationship of
these axes with respect to the Walk-path axes provides information on what
foot hits what force plate.
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!WalkPathAxes
This numeric section is mandatory and contains orientation and position of the
walk-path axes with respect to the laboratory frame.  The format is:

!WPA-w-v
θθθθx  θθθθy  θθθθz  Px  Py  Pz
where:
w is the number of components of each of the vectors θ and P
v is the number of vectors
�x  �y  �z are the components in the laboratory frame of the orientation vector

of the walkpath frame (TAB or SPACE delimited)
px py pz are the components in laboratory frame of the position vector of the

walkpath frame origin (TAB or SPACE delimited).

Example:
!WPA-3-2
15.1 2.9 39.91 20.0 10.3 400.4

!PLumbLine
This section is mandatory (default value possible).  It is a section containing the three
direction cosines of the plumb line in the laboratory frame.  The format is:

!PLL-w
cx  cy  cz
where:
w is the number of direction cosines
cx cy cz are the direction cosines in laboratory frame of the plumb line (TAB

or SPACE delimited).

Default values are:  0  1 0 (plumb line coincides with the Y axis of the laboratory
frame)

Example:
!PLL-3
0.5 0.86 0

!ForcePlateAxes
This numeric section is mandatory if ground reaction data are provided and contains
the orientation and position vectors of the mth force plate axes with respect to the
laboratory frame.  The format is:

!FPA{ m }-w-v
θθθθx  θθθθy  θθθθz  Px  Py  Pz

where:
{ m } indicates the mth force plate using the correspondent cardinal

number
w is the number of components of each of vectors ~ and p
v is the number of vectors
�x  �y  �z are the components in laboratory frame of the orientation vector of

the frame embedded in the mth force plate (TAB or SPACE
delimited)

Px  Py  Pz are the components in laboratory frame of the position vector of the
frame embedded in the mth force plate (TAB or SPACE delimited).

Example:
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!FPA1 -3-2
60 30 0 293.0 ~ 26i.3 ~ 523.4

Inertia Parameters
These sections contain the inertia parameters of the relevant body segments. These
should be reported when ground reaction data are available.

!MASs
This numeric section is optional and contains the mass of the specified body
segment.  The format of this variable is:

!MAS { side } { segment}
mass
where:
{side} indicates the body side and can assume one of the values listed in

Table 20.
{segment} indicates the body segment and can assume one of the values listed

in Table 21.
mass indicates the body segment mass.

Example:
!MASLSH
2.2

!CentreofMAss
This optional numeric section contains the three coordinates of the position vector of
centre of mass with respect to the segment anatomical frame.  The format is:

!CMA{side} {segment}-w
cx  cy  cz

where:
{side} indicates the body side and can assume one of the values listed in

Table 20.
{segment} indicates the body segment and can assume one of the values listed

in Table 21.
w is the number of components of this vector

cx cy cz are the three coordinates of the position vector of centre of mass with
respect to the segment anatomical frame.

Example:
!CMARTH-3
201.2 102.2 64.9

!MomentsofINertia
This optional numeric section contains three moments of inertia with respect to the
segment principal axes of inertia and the orientation vector (A of the principal axes
of inertia with respect to the segment anatomical frame.  The format is:

!MIN{side} {segment}-w-v
mi1 mi2 mi3 �x  �y  �z
where:
{side} indicates the body side and can assume one of the values listed in
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Table 20.
{segment} indicates the body segment and can assume one of the values listed

in Table 21.
w is the number of components of each of vectors
v is the number of vectors
mi1 mi2 mi3 are the three moments of inertia with respect to the segment

principal axes of inertia (TAB or SPACE delimited)
�x  �y  �z are the components of the orientation vector ~ of the principal axes

of inertia with respect to the segment anatomical frame (TAB or
SPACE delimited).

Example:
!MINLSH-3-2
0.030 0.010 0.030 1.1 0.1 10.4

Subject Calibrations
These sections report the results of the anatomical landmark calibration and upright
standing recording. The former calibration parameters may be obtained in a number
of ways which are specific of the experimental protocol used

Anatomical Landmark Calibration

!CALibration
This numeric section is mandatory.  It contains the coordinates of the specified
anatomical landmark of a segment in the relevant technical frame. The list of the
landmarks is showed below. This data is time invariant.  The format is:

!CAL{side} {anat_lndmk}-w
ax ay az
where:
{side} indicates the body side and can assume one of the values listed

in Table 20.
{anat_lndmk} indicates the calibrated landmark. This parameter can assume

one of the values listed in Table 22.
w is the number of coordinates for each landmark
ax ay az are the coordinates (TAB or SPACE delimited) in the specified

kinematic units.

Example:
!CALRAS-3
123.3   12.5    142.2

Upright Posture Parameters

!UpRightPosture
This mandatory numeric section contains the orientation vector Q and position vector
12 of the origin of the segmental technical frame indicated during upright posture.
This data is time invariant.  The format is:

!URP{side}{segment}-w-v
x   y   z   Px   Py   Pz
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where:
{side} indicates the body side and can assume one of the values listed

in Table 20.
{segment} indicates the body segment and can assume one of the values

listed in Table 21.
w is the number of components of each of vectors
v is the number of vectors
�x  �y  �z are the mean components in the laboratory frame of the

orientation vector of the segmental technical frame (TAB or
SPACE delimited)

Px Py Pz are the mean components in the laboratory frame of the position
vector of the segmental technical frame origin (TAB or SPACE
delimited).

Example:
!URPMPE-3-2
15.1   2.9   39.9  1293.0  1264.3   1523.48

Temporal Distance Factors
Note: an arbitrary experiment time origin must be defined with respect to which
temporal parameters and the time offsets of the individual time variables are given.

!StrideLength
This optional numeric section contains the stride length defined as the distance
between the initial contact position of the indicated (side) foot and the successive
initial contact position of the same foot.  The format is:

!STL{side}
sl
where:
{side} indicates the body side and can assume one of the values listed

in Table 20
sl indicates the stride length.

Example:
!STLR
1.4

!StePLength
This optional numeric section contains the step length defined as the distance
between the initial contact position of the ipsilateral foot and the successive initial
contact position of the indicated (side) foot.  The format of this variable is:

!SPL{side)
spl
where:
{side} indicates the body side and can assume one of the values listed

in Table 20
spl indicates the step length.

Example:
!SPLR
0.6
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!InitialContactTirne
This numeric section is mandatory for the foot of the leg being analyzed.  It contains
the initial contact time values of the indicated foot within the time interval of
observation.  The format is:

!ICT{ side} -w
ict1 ict2 . . . ictw
where:
{side} indicates the body side and can assume one of the values listed

in Table 20.
w is the number of given values
icti indicates the ith initial contact time value.

Example:
!ICTL-2
0.1 1.5

!LastContactTime

This numeric section is mandatory for the foot of the leg being analyzed.  Itcontains
the last contact time values of the indicated foot within the time interval of
observation.  The format of this variable is:

!LCT{side}-w
let1  lct2 . . . lctw
where:
{side} indicates the body side and can assume one of the values listed

in Table 20.
w is the number of given values
icti indicates the ith last contact time value.

Example:
!LCTL-1
0.8

Time Variant Data
Note: an arbitrary experiment time origin must be defined with respect to which
temporal parameters and the time offsets of the individual time variables are given.

Kinematics
!DegreesOfFreedom
This numeric section contains the six degrees of freedom (orientation vector θ and
position vector p) of the segmental technical frame with respect to the laboratory
frame, during the walking trial.  The format is:

!DOF { side 3 { segment} -w-v,n,si,tos
�x1 �y1 �z1 Py1 Px1 Pz1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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�xi-1 �yi-1 �zi-1 Pyi-1 Pxi-1 Pzi-1
�xi �yi �zi Pyi Pxi Pzi
�xi+1 �yi+1 �zi+1 Pyi+1 Pxi+1 Pzi+1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
�xn �yn �zn Pyn Pxn Pzn

where:
{side} indicates the body side and can assume one of the values listed in

Table 20.
{segment} indicates the body segment and can assume one of the values

listed in Table 21.
w is the number of components of each vector quantity
v is the number of vectors
n is the number of samples
si is the sample interval
tos is the time offset between the experiment time origin and the start

of DOF data.
�xi  �yi  �zi are the instantaneous components in the laboratory frame of the

orientation vector of the segmental technical frame (TAB or
SPACE delimited).

Pxi Pyi Pzi are the instantaneous components in the laboratory frame of the
position vector of the segmental technical frame origin (TAB or
SPACE delimited).

Example:
!DOFMPE-3-2,250,0.01,0.5
15.1  2.9  39.9  1293.0  1264.3  1523.4
15.2  2.8  39.8  1293.2  1264.5  1523.4
15.3  2.7  39.7  1293.4  1264.5  1523.4
. . .
15.4 2.6  39.4  1986.0  1769.3   1125.8

Dynamics
!GRoundReaction
This numeric section contains the ground reaction force data for force plate m. This
variable comprises 3 components of force, and 3 components of moment relative to
the force plate embedded system of axes (see above).  The format is:

!GRR{m} (side}-w-v,n,si,tos
Fx1 Fy1 Fz1 Mx1 My1 Mz1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fxi-1 Fyi-1 Fzi-1 Mxi-1 Myi-1 Mzi-1
Fxi Fyi Fzi Mxi Myi Mzi
Fxi+1 Fyi+1 Fzi+1 Mxi+1 Myi+1 Mzi+1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fxn Fyn Fzn Mxn Myn Mzn

where:
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{ m } indicates the mth force plate using the correspondent cardinal
number

{ side } indicates the foot hitting the force plate
w is the number of components
v is the number of vectors
n is the number of samples
si is the sample interval
tos is the time offset between the experiment time origin and the start

of ground reaction data
FXi Fyi Fzi are the instantaneous components of the force vector in the frame

embedded in the m-th force plate (TAB or SPACE delimited)
MXi Myi Mzi are the instantaneous components of the moment vector in the

frame embedded in the m-th force plate (TAB or SPACE
delimited).

Example:
!GRR1 L-3-2,80O,0.01,0.02
112 50 880 42 173 23
113 51 881 41 171 21
.. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. ..
112 50 880 42 173 23

EMG
!EMG
This numeric section contains EMG data of the specified muscle processed using the
method identified by the parameter {processing}.  The format is:

!EMG{side} {processing) {muscle},n,si,tos
emgl
. . .
emgi-1
emgi
emgi+1
. . .
emgn

where:
{ side } Indicates the side of the segment under analysis.
{ processing } Denotes the data processing method used and can assume one

of the values listed in Table 23
{muscle} indicates the muscle (see selection list in Table 24)
n is the number of samples
si is the sample interval
tos is the time offset between the arbitrary time origin and the

start of the EMG data
emsi are the instantaneous values of the relevant EMG data (TAB

or SPACE delimited).

Example:
!EMGRIRF,800,0.01,0.02
67
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Appendix
 Code lists

 Table 1- {creator_code)
Universitd degli Studi di Ancona P01
Istitato Superiore di Sanita A0lC
Log.ln – Rorna A0lD
USL 31 Ferrara A0lE
Universita degli Studi "La Sapienza " - Roma A0lF
Istituti Ortopedici Rizzoli - Bologna A01F1
Centro di Bioingegneria - Milano A0lH
BTS - Milano A01L
University of Strathclyde P02
Dundee Limb Fitting Centre C02A
University of Oxford C02B
Oxford Metrics Ltd. A02A
INSERM - Montpellier P03
Universite de Lyon C03A
Universite d'Orsay A03A
IRR Nancy A03B
Roessingh Research and Development P04
Delft University of Technology A04C
Hopital Cantonal Universitaire - Geneve S04A
Katholieke Universiteit - Leuven P05
Sport School - Koln P07
UCD School of Physiotherapy P0 8

Table2- (gait}
level walking LW
Walking up stairs US
Walking down stairs DS
walking up slope UR
walking down slope DR
walking on cross slope CR

Table 3 - { speed )
very slow VS
slow SL
normal NR
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fast FA
very fast VF

Table4- {footwear}
barefoot BF
training shoes TS
low heel LH
high heel HH
other OT

Table 5 - {pathology}
abled body AB
cerebral palsy CP
stroke ST
paraplegia PA
hemiplegia HE
joint implant

hip IH
knee IK
ankle IA

joint disease
hip JH
knee JK
ankle JA

amputee
hip disarticulation HD
above-knee AK
through knee TK
below-knee BK
through ankle TA
foot FO

multiple sclerosis MS
Parkinson's disease PD
spinal cord lesions S C
hid trauma HT
rheumatoid disease RD
other OT

Table 6 - { sex }
male M
female F

Table 7 - { aid }
none NO
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crutches C R
right walking stick RS
left walling stick LS
walking frame WF
prosthesis PR
orthosis OR
other OT

Table 8 - {tunit}
milliseconds ms
seconds s

Table 9 - {kquantity}
length L
angle A

Table 10- {kunit}
meter m
centimeter cm
millimeter mm

Table 11- {kunit}
degree deg
radian rad

Table 12- {dquantity}
force F
moment M

Table 13- {dunit}
newton N
kilonewton kN

Table 14- {dunit}
Newtonmeter N.m
Kilonewtonmeter kN.m

Table 15- {iquantity}
mass M
mass moment of inertia I

Table 16- {iunit}
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kilogram kg
gram g

Table 17- {iunit}
kilogram square meter kg.m^2
gram square centimeter g.cm^2

Table 18- {processing}
raw R
rectification P
linear envelope E
integration I
differentiation D
root mean square M
on/off B

Table 19- {emgunit}
millivolt mV
% maximal voluntary contraction %
adimensional A

Table 20 - {side }
left L
medial M
right R

Table 21 - { segment}
pelvis PE
thigh IH
shank S H
foot FO

Table 22 - { anat_landmk}
Hip bone
* anterior superior iliac spine AS
* posterior superior iliac spine PS

centre of the ipsilateral acetaoulurn AC
Femur
* center of the femoral head FH

greater trochanter external surface GT
* medial epicondyle ME
* lateral epicondyle LE
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antero-lateral apex of the patellar surface ridge LP
antero-medial apex of the patellar surface ridge MP
most distal point of the lateral condyle LC
most distal point of the medial condyle MC

Tibia and fibula
intercondylar eminence IE

* prominence of the tibial suberosity TT
* apex of head of the fibula HF

most medial ridge of the medial tibial plateau MR
most lateral ridge of the medial lateral plateau LR

* distal apex of the lateral malleolus MM
* distal apex of the rnedial malleolus LM
Foot
* upper ridge of the calcaneus posterior surface CA
* dorsal aspect of first rnetatarsal head FM
* dorsal aspect of second rnetatarsal head SM
* dorsal aspect of fifth metatarsal head VM

Note. The location of the landmarks indicated with * is mandatory in order to
proceed to the calculation of both kinematics and dynamics.

Table 23 - {muscle} Most of these codes have been taken from Pierrynowski (1994).
psoas rnaior PM
iliacus IC
gernellus superior GMS
gemellus inferior GMI
obturator externus OBE
obturator interrrus OBI
piriforrnis PIR
quadratusfemoris QF
pectineus PEC
adductor longus AL
adductorrnagnus AM
adductormagnus (anterior) AMA
adductor magnus (middle) AMM
adductor magnus (posterior) AMP
adductor brevis AB
adductor brevis (superior) ABS
adductor brevis (inferior) ABI
gluteus minimus GMIN
gluteus minimus (anterior) GMINA
gluteus minimus (middle) GMINM
gluteus minimus (posterior) GMINP
gluteus medius GMED
gluteus medius (anterior) GMEDA
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gluteus medius (middle) GMEDM
gluteus medius (posterior) GMEDP
gluteus maximus GMAX
gluteus maximus (deep) GMAD
gluteus maximus (superfial) GMAXS
tensor fascia latae TFL
semimembranosus S M
semitendinosus ST
gracilis GR
sartorius S AR
rectus femoris RF
biceps femoris BF
biceps femoris (long) BFL
biceps femoris (short) LFS
vastus lateralis VL
vastus intermedius Vl
vastus medialis VM
popliteus POP
gastrocnemius G
gastrocnemius (lateral) GL
gastrocnemius (medial) GM
plantaris PLT
soleus SOL
tibialis posterior TP
peroneus longus PL
peroneus brevis PB
peroneus tertius PT
extensor digitorum longus EDL
extensor hallucis longus EHL
flexor digitorum longus FDL
flexor hallucis longus FHL
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The VDO Lexicon

Introduction

This is the specification for the VDO Lexicon as used in GaitLab for Windows 2.0,
the companion software to Gait Analysis Laboratory (2nd edition) by CL Vaughan,
BL Davis, JC O'Connor - ISBN: 0-620-23560-8.

Some of the lines and parameters are essential, in that this information must be
present for the program GaitLab for Windows 2.0 to process the data, while other
lines and parameters are optional in that they provide data that will be processed if
present but are not essential for the program to function.

Motion Lab Systems can be
contacted on the Internet at
http://www.emgsrus.com

DST formatted files that meet the VDO lexicon standards can be generated from
almost any C3D file by using the RData2 ASCII file translation program available
from Motion Lab Systems, Inc.

The input parameter names are described first.  Additional parameters and data may
also be present in the file as a result of the calculations performed by GaitLab for
Windows 2.0.  These will be described after the input parameters.  The VDO file
specification adheres to the CAMARC DST 2.0 format description.

Header
The File Type Line is essential and must be the first line in the file.  It identifies the
file as conforming to the CAMARC DST 2.0 Data Storage and Transfer format and
containing data defined by the VDO Lexicon, e.g.

#!DST-2.0 VDO-2.0
A DST file consists of a string of 7-bit ASCII codes, divided into a series of lines.
Each line is delimited by any number of Carriage Return, Line Feed, or Form Feed
characters. Lines can be of any length.

Each line is either a Header, a Data Line, or may be part of a Comment. The file is
built of a number of sections. Each section begins with a one-line header, followed
by an arbitrary number of data lines. A section continues until the start of the next
section, or the end of the file.

As the DST file type identification is always contained in the first line of the file,
programs can very quickly locate a DST file and determine its contents, whatever its
name or extension.
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Text Variables
$MarkerSet
This line is essential – this is the default name for the 15 marker set used in the data
collection.  The GaitLab for Windows 2.0 software expects data to have been
collected using the marker set name of HelenHayes, e.g.

$MarkerSet
HelenHayes

Other marker set names are possible (such as GaitLabI) but are seldom used.

Scalar Variables

!MarkerFrequency
This line describes the sample rate, in samples per second, of the kinematic data
present in the file – this is often known as the video rate or frame rate.  The GaitLab
for Windows 2.0 software requires that the sample rate be declared.  This line is
essential although the value can clearly vary – typical values are 50, 60, 120 Hz. e.g.

!MarkerFrequency
60.00

The example declares that the marker data in the DST file was recorded at 60
samples per second.

!ForcePlateFrequency
This line is optional (GaitLab for Windows 2.0 does not require that force data is
present in the file).  If present it describes the sample rate of the force plate
information. If present then the value must be a multiple of MarkerFrequency
parameter, e.g.

!ForcePlateFrequency
120.00

The example above declares that the Force Plate data in the DST file was recorded at
120 samples per second.

!EMGFrequency
This line is optional and describes the sample rate of EMG information in the file. If
present then the value must be a multiple of MarkerFrequency and can differ from
ForcePlateFrequency, e.g.

!EMGFrequency
900.00

The example above declares that the EMG information in the DST file was recorded
at 900 samples per second on each channel.

Required Anthropometric Parameters

!AnthropometryTotalBodyMass
This line is essential - the value must be in kilograms, e.g.
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!AnthropometryTotalBodyMass
68.500

Optional Anthropometric Parameters

!AnthropometryTotalBodyHeight
This line is optional. It is not needed if the other 19 anthropometric parameters are
included. Units are in metres.

!AnthropometryTotalBodyHeight
1.489

The following 19 anthropometric parameters should normally be measured for best
results.  However, they are not essential if AnthropometryTotalBodyHeight is
included in the input file. The units for all the anthropometric parameters are metres.
For a description of how these parameters are defined, you are referred to Table 3.1
in Dynamics of Human by Vaughan CL, Davis BL, O'Connor JC (Kiboho
Publishers, Cape Town, 1999; ISBN: 0-620-23558-6).

!AnthropometryASISBreadth
!AnthropometryLeftThighLength
!AnthropometryLeftMidThighCircumference
!AnthropometryLeftCalfLength
!AnthropometryLeftCalfCircumference
!AnthropometryLeftKneeDiameter
!AnthropometryLeftFootLength
!AnthropometryLeftFootBreadth
!AnthropometryLeftMalleolusHeight
!AnthropometryLeftMalleolusDiameter
!AnthropometryRightThighLength
!AnthropometryRightMidThighCircumference
!AnthropometryRightCalfLength
!AnthropometryRightCalfCircumference
!AnthropometryRightKneeDiameter
!AnthropometryRightFootLength
!AnthropometryRightFootBreadth
!AnthropometryRightMalleolusHeight
!AnthropometryRightMalleolusDiameter

Scalar Parameters Calculated by GaitLab

In addition to the input parameters, GaitLab also stores the calculated (output)
parameters in the same DST file. There are three types of output scalar parameters:
body segment parameters; gait cycle events; and temporal-distal parameters.

Body Segment Parameters

The segment masses are predicted using equations 3.1 to 3.6 and Table B.2 in
Dynamics of Human Gait. The units are kilogram. The centre of gravity of the
segment is expressed as a ratio of the distance between the proximal and distal
segment end-points (cf. equations 3.17 to 3.19 in Dynamics of Human Gait).

!SegmentLeftThighMass
!SegmentLeftThighCGPR
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!SegmentLeftCalfMass
!SegmentLeftCalfCGPR
!SegmentLeftFootMass
!SegmentLeftFootCGPR
!SegmentRightThighMass
!SegmentRightThighCGPR
!SegmentRightCalfMass
!SegmentRightCalfCGPR
!SegmentRightFootMass
!SegmentRightFootCGPR

Gait Cycle Events

These parameters are expressed as the frame number that is closest to the event of
interest. These events are manually determined by the user in GaitLab. The events
should be sequential and for a full set of temporal-distance partameters to be
calculated, the second foot contact for both the right and left sides must be
determined.

!FirstRightFootContact
!FirstLeftFootOff
!FirstLeftFootContact
!FirstRightFootOff
!SecondRightFootContact
!SecondLeftFootOff
!SecondLeftFootContact
!SecondRightFootOff

Temporal-Distance Parameters

These parameters are calculated from the gait cycle events. Time is in seconds,
cadence is in steps per minute, phase is expressed as a percentage of the gait cycle,
length is in metres and speed in m/s. The parameters are described in chapter 2 of
Dynamics of Human Gait.

!LeftStrideTime
!RightStrideTime
!LeftStepTime
!RightStepTime
!LeftCadence
!RightCadence
!LeftStancePhase
!RightStancePhase
!LeftSwingPhase
!RightSwingPhase
!LeftStrideLength
!RightStrideLength
!LeftSpeed
!RightSpeed
!LeftStepLength
!RightStepLength
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Vector Variables

Markers
There are 15 markers that are essential. The marker names must appear exactly like
these (the “-3” that follows each marker name is standard DST format to indicate a
vector). The units for the marker positions are in metres and the order of the
coordinate data is X-Y-Z.

A consistent method for placing the markers accurately is essential to ensure that
data can be compared between patients.  This is usually a result of continuous
practice and careful observation of the reported results.

All markers should be placed as accurately as possible. Incorrect placement can
introduce errors.  Reflective markers placed over the ASIS, knee, forefoot, ankle and
heel, are attached directly to the skin.  Markers on the sacrum, and intermediate
markers over the femur and tibia are on wands. This enables them to be seen more
easily, and also allows the position of the reflective ball to be adjusted to record
accurate planar information.

!MarkerSacrum-3
Common C3D label = SACR (Sacral Marker)

This marker is ideally placed on the skin mid-way between the posterior superior
iliac spines (PSIS).  These are slight bony prominences which can be felt
immediately below the dimples (sacro-iliac joints), at the point where the spine joins
the  pelvis.

Sometimes, a sacral marker placed on the skin doesn't become for three-dimensional
reconstruction until mid-way through the experiment.  To overcome the problem of
poor visibility of the sacral marker it is common to use a small "wand" to allow the
marker to be extended away from the body.

To use the sacral wand, rather than a marker on the skin's surface, place the base-
plate over the sacrum and then adjust its location so that the marker lies in the plane
that runs between the ASIS and PSIS.  It may help to visualize this plane from the
side, using a ruler or other straight edge, to connect the ASIS and PSIS points and
then place the SACR marker on this same line.

!MarkerLeftASIS-3
Common C3D label = LASI (Left Anterior Superior Iliac Spine)

This marker should be placed directly over the subjects left anterior superior iliac
spine.  The ASIS markers, together with the sacral marker, define the pelvic axes.

!MarkerLeftFemoralWand-3
Common C3D label = LTHI (Left mid-Thigh Stick)

This marker is placed on a short wand over the lower lateral surface of the thigh, just
below the swing of the hand.  The antero-posterior placement of the marker is critical
for correct alignment of the knee flexion axis.

Use a pen to mark the lateral projection of the hip joint.  This may lie over the
greater trochanter but remember to allow for any fixed rotation of the hip.  Adjust the
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position of the marker so that it is aligned in the plane that contains the hip and knee
joint centers and the knee flexion/extension axis.

!MarkerLeftFemoralEpicondyle-3
Common C3D label = LKNE (Left Knee Joint)

Passively flex and extend the knee while watching the skin surface on the lateral
aspect of the knee joint.  Find the point which comes closest to remaining fixed in
the thigh, while being the point about which the lower leg appears to rotate.  Place
this marker on this point.  With an adult patient standing, this pen mark should be
about 1.5 cm above the joint line, mid-way between the front and back of the joint.

!MarkerLeftTibialWand-3
Common C3D label = LTIB (Left mid-Shank Stick)

The tibial wand marker is placed on the lower third of the shank to determine the
alignment of the ankle flexion axis.  The marker should lie in the plane that contains
the knee and ankle joint centers and the ankle flexion/extension axis.  In a normal
subject the ankle joint axis, between the medial and lateral malleoli, is externally
rotated by between 5 and 15 degrees with respect to the knee flexion axis.  The
placements of the thigh and shank markers should reflect this.

!MarkerLeftLateralMalleolus-3
Common C3D label = LANK (Left Ankle Joint)

The model used by GaitLab for Windows 2.0 assumes that the flexion, abduction,
and rotation axes all pass through a single point within the ankle.  This is located mid
way between the points where the ankle flexion axis passes through the skin.  The
ankle marker should be placed on the lateral of these two points which is normally
the lateral malleolus.

!MarkerLeftHeel-3
Common C3D label = LHEE (Left Heel)

The Heel marker should be placed on the back of the heel such that the line joining it
to the Forefoot marker reflects the long axis of the foot.

!MarkerLeftMetatarsalHeadII-3
Common C3D label = LTOE (Left Toe)

The forefoot marker should be placed on the dorsal surface of the foot, most
commonly over the second metatarsal head, on the mid-foot side of the equinus
break between fore-foot and mid-foot.  The MarkerLeftHeel and
MarkerLeftMetatarsalHeadII markers should be placed such that a line between the
center of these markers is parallel to the long axis of the foot.

Right Side Markers
The following 7 markers are for the right side of the body. Their descriptions are the
same as the left side.

!MarkerRightASIS-3
!MarkerRightFemoralWand-3
!MarkerRightFemoralEpicondyle-3
!MarkerRightTibialWand-3
!MarkerRightLateralMalleolus-3
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!MarkerRightHeel-3
!MarkerRightMetatarsalHeadII-3

Force Data
These are the forces in the X, Y and Z directions, the X and Y positions of the point
of application of the ground reaction force, and the torque about the vertical Z axis.

The forces are based on the same coordinate system as the markers. The origin and
X-Y directions coincide with those of the markers. The force units are in Newtons,
the point of application units are in metres, while the torque units are in Newton-
metres.

These parameters are optional and can be present for up to two Force Plates.
!ForcePlate1FX These are the forces in the X direction, which are based on the same

coordinate system as the markers. The units are in Newtons.
!ForcePlate1FY These are the forces in the Y direction, which are based on the same

coordinate system as the markers. The units are in Newtons.
!ForcePlate1FZ These are the forces in the Z direction, which are based on the same

coordinate system as the markers. The units are in Newtons.
!ForcePlate1DX These are the X positions of the point of application of the ground

reaction force. The units are in metres. The origin and X-Y directions
coincide with those of the markers.

!ForcePlate1DY These are the Y positions of the point of application of the ground
reaction force. The units are in metres. The origin and X-Y directions
coincide with those of the markers.

!ForcePlate1TZ This is torque applied about the vertical Z axis to the subject’s foot.
The units are in Newton-metres.

These are the equivalent names for the second force plate:
!ForcePlate2FX
!ForcePlate2FY
!ForcePlate2FZ
!ForcePlate2DX
!ForcePlate2DY
!ForcePlate2TZ

Force Parameters
The locations of each of the four force plate corners are stored in the data file. As
before, the “-3” that follows each parameter name is standard DST format to indicate
a vector, while the values are in metres and are based on the same coordinate system
as the markers.

!ForcePlate1Corner1-3
!ForcePlate1Corner2-3
!ForcePlate1Corner3-3
!ForcePlate1Corner4-3
!ForcePlate2Corner1-3
!ForcePlate2Corner2-3
!ForcePlate2Corner3-3
!ForcePlate2Corner4-3
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Electromyographic (EMG) data
GaitLab for Windows 2.0 uses the following reserved names of the muscles for
which electromyographic (EMG) data are gathered. Note that the default units for
EMG are microVolts.

!EMGRightErectorSpinae
!EMGRightGluteusMaximus
!EMGRightGluteusMedius
!EMGRightHamstrings
!EMGRightRectusFemoris
!EMGRightAdductorLongus
!EMGRightTibialisAnterior
!EMGRightTricepsSurae
!EMGRightVastusLateralis
!EMGRightVastusMedialis
!EMGRightVastusIntermedius
!EMGRightTibialisPosterior
!EMGRightGastrocnemius
!EMGRightSoleus
!EMGRightQuadriceps
!EMGRightSemimembranosus
!EMGRightSemitendinosus
!EMGRightIliopsoas
!EMGLeftErectorSpinae
!EMGLeftGluteusMaximus
!EMGLeftGluteusMedius
!EMGLeftHamstrings
!EMGLeftRectusFemoris
!EMGLeftAdductorLongus
!EMGLeftTibialisAnterior
!EMGLeftTricepsSurae
!EMGLeftVastusLateralis
!EMGLeftVastusMedialis
!EMGLeftVastusIntermedius
!EMGLeftTibialisPosterior
!EMGLeftGastrocnemius
!EMGLeftSoleus
!EMGLeftQuadriceps
!EMGLeftSemimembranosus
!EMGLeftSemitendinosus
!EMGLeftIliopsoas

Vector Parameters Calculated by GaitLab
In addition to the input parameters, GaitLab also stores the calculated (output)
parameters in the same DST file. There are nine types of output vector parameters:
body segment parameters; joint centres and segment end-points; segment centres of
gravity; segment unit vectors; anatomical joint angles; segment Euler angles;
segment angular velocities and accelerations; joint forces and moments; and joint
powers.

Body Segment Parameters
The following segment moments of inertia are predicted using equations 3.7 to 3.12
and Table B.3 in Dynamics of Human Gait. The units are kg-m2. The order of the
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axes is: flexion-extension; abduction-adduction; and internal-external rotation (cf.
Figure 3.3 in Dynamics of Human Gait).

!SegmentLeftThighMomentOfInertia-3
!SegmentLeftCalfMomentOfInertia-3
!SegmentLeftFootMomentOfInertia-3
!SegmentRightThighMomentOfInertia-3
!SegmentRightCalfMomentOfInertia-3
!SegmentRightFootMomentOfInertia-3

Joint Centres and Segment End-Points
The following joint centres and segment end-point coordinates are based on the data
for the 15 markers. They are calculated using equations 3.13 to 3.16 and B.2 to B.24
in Dynamics of Human Gait. The units for these data are metres and the order of
the coordinate data is X-Y-Z.

!JointCentreLeftHip-3
!JointCentreLeftKnee-3
!JointCentreLeftAnkle-3
!JointCentreLeftHeel-3
!JointCentreLeftToe-3
!JointCentreRightHip-3
!JointCentreRightKnee-3
!JointCentreRightAnkle-3
!JointCentreRightHeel-3
!JointCentreRightToe-3

Segment Centres of Gravity
The following segment centres of gravity are based on the joint centres and segment
end-points, plus the body segment parameters such as SegmentLeftThighCGPR.
They are calculated using equations 3.17 to 3.19 and B.43 to B.48 in Dynamics of
Human Gait. The units for the position data are metres and the order of the data is X-
Y-Z. The velocities and accelerations, measured in m/s and m/s2 respectively, are
based on finite difference equations 3.20 and 3.21 plus B.50 and B.51 in Dynamics
of Human Gait.

!SegmentCentreLeftThighPosition-3
!SegmentCentreLeftThighVelocity-3
!SegmentCentreLeftThighAcceleration-3
!SegmentCentreLeftCalfPosition-3
!SegmentCentreLeftCalfVelocity-3
!SegmentCentreLeftCalfAcceleration-3
!SegmentCentreLeftFootPosition-3
!SegmentCentreLeftFootVelocity-3
!SegmentCentreLeftFootAcceleration-3
!SegmentCentreRightThighPosition-3
!SegmentCentreRightThighVelocity-3
!SegmentCentreRightThighAcceleration-3
!SegmentCentreRightCalfPosition-3
!SegmentCentreRightCalfVelocity-3
!SegmentCentreRightCalfAcceleration-3
!SegmentCentreRightFootPosition-3
!SegmentCentreRightFootVelocity-3
!SegmentCentreRightFootAcceleration-3
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Segment Unit Vectors
The following segment unit vectors define the orientation of the segment reference
frames in the global coordinate system (cf. Figure 3.10 in Dynamics of Human
Gait). The (I,J,K) correspond to the segment (x,y,z) axes and each unit vector is
expressed in terms of the (X,Y,Z) global coordinate system. Equations B.20 to B.22
and B.25 to B.42 in Dynamics of Human Gait are used to calculate the unit vectors
which are dimensionless.

!SegmentUVPelvisI-3
!SegmentUVPelvisJ-3
!SegmentUVPelvisK-3
!SegmentUVLeftThighI-3
!SegmentUVLeftThighJ-3
!SegmentUVLeftThighK-3
!SegmentUVLeftCalfI-3
!SegmentUVLeftCalfJ-3
!SegmentUVLeftCalfK-3
!SegmentUVLeftFootI-3
!SegmentUVLeftFootJ-3
!SegmentUVLeftFootK-3
!SegmentUVRightThighI-3
!SegmentUVRightThighJ-3
!SegmentUVRightThighK-3
!SegmentUVRightCalfI-3
!SegmentUVRightCalfJ-3
!SegmentUVRightCalfK-3
!SegmentUVRightFootI-3
!SegmentUVRightFootJ-3
!SegmentUVRightFootK-3

Anatomical Joint Angles
The following anatomical joint angles are based on Figure 3.13 in Dynamics of
Human Gait. Flexion and extension take place about a medio-lateral axis embedded
in the proximal segment. Internal and external rotation take place about a
longitudinal axis embedded in the distal segment, while abduction and adduction
take place about a floating axis that is orthogonal to the other two axes. Equations
B.52 to B.70 in Dynamics of Human Gait are used to calculate the joint angles
which are measured in degrees. The order of the data is: flexion (+ve) and extension
(-ve); abduction (+ve) and adduction (-ve); and internal (+ve) and external (-ve)
rotation.

!JointAngleLeftHip-3
!JointAngleLeftKnee-3
!JointAngleLeftAnkle-3
!JointAngleRightHip-3
!JointAngleRightKnee-3
!JointAngleRightAnkle-3
!JointAnglePelvis-3

Segment Euler Angles
The Euler angles define the 3D orientation of the segments as described in Figures
3.16 and B.2 in Dynamics of Human Gait. The following angles, which are
expressed in radians, are calculated according to equations B.71 to B.74 in
Dynamics of Human Gait. The order of the data is theta-phi-psi.
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!EulerAngleLeftThigh-3
!EulerAngleLeftCalf-3
!EulerAngleLeftFoot-3
!EulerAngleRightThigh-3
!EulerAngleRightCalf-3
!EulerAngleRightFoot-3

Segment Angular Velocities and Accelerations
The following segment angular velocities and accelerations, measured in radians/s
and radians/s2 respectively, are based on the Euler angles and are calculated
according to equations B.75 to B.80 in Dynamics of Human Gait. They are
expressed relative to the segment-based coordinate system (x,y,z) with the order of
data being x-y-z.

!SegmentAngleLeftThighVelocity-3
!SegmentAngleLeftThighAcceleration-3
!SegmentAngleLeftCalfVelocity-3
!SegmentAngleLeftCalfAcceleration-3
!SegmentAngleLeftFootVelocity-3
!SegmentAngleLeftFootAcceleration-3
!SegmentAngleRightThighVelocity-3
!SegmentAngleRightThighAcceleration-3
!SegmentAngleRightCalfVelocity-3
!SegmentAngleRightCalfAcceleration-3
!SegmentAngleRightFootVelocity-3
!SegmentAngleRightFootAcceleration-3

Joint Forces and Moments
The following resultant joint forces and moments are based on the integration of the
force plate and kinematic data. The free body diagrams are illustrated in Figures
3.20, B.3 and B.4, while the calculations are based on equations B.81 to B.185 in
Dynamics of Human Gait. The forces (in Newtons) and the moments (in Newton-
metres) are expressed relative to a body-based reference system (cf. Figure 3.21 in
Dynamics of Human Gait). The order of the force data is: medial (+ve) and lateral
(-ve); anterior (+ve) and posterior (-ve); and proximal (+ve) and distal (-ve). The
order of the moment data is: flexion (+ve) and extension (-ve); abduction (+ve) and
adduction (-ve); and internal (+ve) and external (-ve) rotation.

!JointDynamicsLeftHipForce-3
!JointDynamicsLeftHipMoment-3
!JointDynamicsLeftKneeForce-3
!JointDynamicsLeftKneeMoment-3
!JointDynamicsLeftAnkleForce-3
!JointDynamicsLeftAnkleMoment-3
!JointDynamicsRightHipForce-3
!JointDynamicsRightHipMoment-3
!JointDynamicsRightKneeForce-3
!JointDynamicsRightKneeMoment-3
!JointDynamicsRightAnkleForce-3
!JointDynamicsRightAnkleMoment-3
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Joint Powers
The following joint powers are calculated according to Duncan JA, Kowalk DL,
Vaughan CL (Gait & Posture, 5: 204-210, 1997). Power is a scalar quantity and has
the units of Newton-metres/second or Watts.

!JointPowerLeftHip
!JointPowerLeftKnee
!JointPowerLeftAnkle
!JointPowerRightHip
!JointPowerRightKnee
!JointPowerRightAnkle
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The Whisper Lexicon

Introduction
This documents the file format used by the Whisper EMG test software developed by
Roessingh Research and Development in Enschede, Netherlands.  The file format
was developed using the DST 1.0 and EXP 1.0 definitions to store analog samples
recorded from the Whisper EMG test signal generator for analysis.

The Whisper is a battery powered signal generator that generates signals at normal
surface EMG levels (500uV) for testing and evaluating EMG data recording and
collection system.  The Whisper can generate the following signals:
Mode 0 Five pulses (1mS at 500uV) spaced 1 second apart, followed by 20 seconds of

a simulated EMG signal of known characteristics.
Mode 1 Identical to Mode 1 but with a common mode signal superimposed on the

EMG signal (1V sine wave at 40Hz).
Mode 2 CMRR test – a common mode sine wave (1V at 40Hz).
Mode 3 Noise and Offset Test – no signal.

The Mode 3 test (noise and offset) may be performed as three separate tests:

•  3a: The Whisper on and start button pushed before data recording
starts.  This tests whether the EMG equipment is sensitive to the noise
generated by the Whisper.

•  3b: The Whisper on but the start button is not pressed at all during the
data recording.  This tests the sensitivity of the EMG equipment to any
background noise generated by the Whisper.

•  3c: A data recording is made with the Whisper off.

Data is expected to be stored in a number of separate DST files with names in the
following format: yyyymmddTn.DST where:

yyyy is the year, mm is the month, dd is the month

T indicates the test type:

•  E for EMG data (Mode 0 or 1)

•  C for common mode test (Mode 2)

•  N for noise and offset test (Mode 3)

n indicates the file sequence (0 – 9)
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Header
The data is stored in a DST format file therefor the first line of the file is the File
Type Line which identifies the file as being a DST 1.0 file using the EXP 1.0 lexicon
description e.g.

#!DST-1.0 EXP-1.0 01/10/1995 Enschede
The time of the initial file creation and the test location should be recorded in the
File Type Line.  This is assumed to document the time and place of the EMG test.
The date format is day / month / year which may be followed by the location
information.  Note that there must be only one space between the last digit of the
date and the location.

Text Section

General Information
The Experiment section contains information that identifies the equipment tested and
the date that the test was performed together with other relevant information.

$EXPeriment
EMG source: Whisper EMG Test Set

serial number: RRD/CES-nnnn-nn
Equipment under test: Motion Lab Systems, Inc MA-310

Date of test: 20-Feb-1999

Channels tested: 1

Sampling Frequency
The AdcSampleRate section records the sampling frequency of the EMG recording
system that collected the data.  This number should reflect the expected analog
sample rate e.g.

!AdcSampleRate

1000

Note that the EMG Test software provided by RRD may have problems if EMG data
is sampled at rates higher than 1000 samples per second.

EMG Processing
$EmgPreProcessing

raw

Do not change this value.

EMG Measurement Units
$EmgUnits

microvolts
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The RRD software expects the datafile to contain integer analog samples where 1 is
equivalent to 1uV.  Do not change this value.

Recording System Resolution
!AdcRESolution

12

This records the resolution in bits of the analog sampling system used to record the
EMG data.  This value should be edited to reflect the correct number of bit (likely
values are 12, 14 and 16).

Data Section
!EMG-4

0 -1 4 -3

1 -2 2 -2
-1 0 0 1

. . .

The data section can contain data from a maximum of four channels of EMG
information.  Data is stored as one to four columns of TAB seperated integer data.


